
“Engine Basics”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction To Internal Combustion Engine

Operating Characteristics

Engine Cycles

Topic : Introduction To Internal Combustion Engine

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Internal Combustion Engine

 Learn about Internal combustion of Two stroke configuration

 Understand the Wankel

 Understand the Internal combustion Gas turbines

 Understand the Internal combustion Jet engine

Definition/Overview:

Internal Combustion Engine: The internal combustion engine is an engine in which the

combustion of a fuel occurs in a combustion chamber inside and integral to the engine. In an

internal combustion engine it is always the expansion of the high temperature and pressure gases

that are produced by the combustion which apply force to the movable component of the engine,

such as the pistons or turbine blades. The term internal combustion engine usually refers to an

engine in which combustion is intermittent, such as the more familiar four-stroke and two-stroke
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piston engines, along with variants, such as the Wankel rotary engine. A second class of internal

combustion engines use continuous combustion: jet engines (including gas turbines) and most

rockets, each of which are internal combustion engines on the same principle as previously

described. The internal combustion engine (or ICE) contrasts with the external combustion

engine, such as a steam or Stirling engine in which the energy is delivered within a working fluid

heated in a boiler by fossil fuel, wood-burning, nuclear, solar etc. A large number of different

designs for ICEs have been developed and built, with a variety of different strengths and

weaknesses. While there have been and still are many stationary applications, the real strength of

internal combustion engines is in mobile applications and they completely dominate as a power

supply for cars, aircraft, and boats, from the smallest to the biggest. Only for hand-held power

tools do they share part of the market with battery powered devices. Powered by an energy-dense

fuel (nearly always liquid, derived from fossil fuels) the ICE delivers an excellent power-to-

weight ratio with very few safety or other disadvantages.

Key Points:

1. Application

Internal combustion engines are most commonly used for mobile propulsion in vehicles and

portable machinery. In mobile equipment, internal combustion is advantageous since it can

provide high power-to-weight ratios together with excellent fuel energy density. Generally using

fossil fuel (mainly petroleum), these engines have appeared in transport in almost all vehicles

(automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, boats, and in a wide variety of aircraft and locomotives).

Internal combustion engines appear in the form of gas turbines as well where a very high power

is required, such as in jet aircraft, helicopters, and large ships. They are also frequently used for

electric generators and by industry.
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2. Classification

At one time the word, "engine" (from Latin, via Old French, ingenium, "ability") meant any

piece of machinerya sense that persists in expressions such as siege engine. A "motor" (from

Latin motor, "mover") is any machine that produces mechanical power. Traditionally, electric

motors are not referred to as, "engines"; however, combustion engines are often referred to as,

"motors." (An electric engine refers to a locomotive operated by electricity).

However, many people consider engines as things which generate their power from within, and

motors as requiring an outside source of energy to perform work.

Engines can and are classified in many different ways, by the engine cycle used, by the layout of

the engine, by the source of energy, by the use of the engine, or by the cooling system employed.

3. Two stroke configuration

Engines based on the two-stroke cycle use two strokes (one up, one down) for every power

stroke. Since there are no dedicated intake or exhaust strokes, alternative methods must be used

to scavenge the cylinders. The most common method in spark-ignition two-strokes is to use the

downward motion of the piston to pressurize fresh charge in the crankcase, which is then blown

through the cylinder through ports in the cylinder walls.

Spark-ignition two-strokes are small and light for their power output and mechanically very

simple; however, they are also generally less efficient and more polluting than their four-stroke

counterparts. In terms of power per cubic centimeter, a single-cylinder small motor application

like a two-stroke engine produces much more power than an equivalent four-stroke engine due to

the enormous advantage of having one power stroke for every 360 degrees of crankshaft rotation

(compared to 720 degrees in a 4 stroke motor).

Small displacement, crankcase-scavenged two-stroke engines have been less fuel-efficient than

other types of engines when the fuel is mixed with the air prior to scavenging allowing some of it

to escape out of the exhaust port. Modern designs (Sarich and Paggio) use air-assisted fuel
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injection which avoids this loss, and are more efficient than comparably sized four-stroke

engines. Fuel injection is essential for a modern two-stroke engine in order to meet ever more

stringent emission standards.

Research continues into improving many aspects of two-stroke motors including direct fuel

injection, amongst other things. The initial results have produced motors that are much cleaner

burning than their traditional counterparts. Two-stroke engines are widely used in snowmobiles,

lawnmowers, weed-whackers, chain saws, jet skis, mopeds, outboard motors, and many

motorcycles. Two-stroke engines have the advantage of an increased specific power ratio (i.e.

power to volume ratio), typically around 1.5 times that of a typical four-stroke engine.

The largest compression-ignition engines are two-strokes and are used in some locomotives and

large ships. These particular engines use forced induction to scavenge the cylinders; an example

of this type of motor is the Wartsila-Sulzer turbocharged two-stroke diesel as used in large

container ships. It is the most efficient and powerful engine in the world with over 50% thermal

efficiency. For comparison, the most efficient small four-stroke motors are around 43% thermal

efficiency (SAE 900648); size is an advantage for efficiency due to the increase in the ratio of

volume to surface area.

Common cylinder configurations include the straight or inline configuration, the more compact

V configuration, and the wider but smoother flat or boxer configuration. Aircraft engines can

also adopt a radial configuration which allows more effective cooling. More unusual

configurations such as the H, U, X, and W have also been used.

Multiple crankshaft configurations do not necessarily need a cylinder head at all because they

can instead have a piston at each end of the cylinder called an opposed piston design. This design

was used in the Junkers Jumo 205 diesel aircraft engine, using at either end of a single bank of

cylinders with two crankshafts, and most remarkably in the Napier Deltic diesel engines. These

used three crankshafts to serve three banks of double-ended cylinders arranged in an equilateral

triangle with the crankshafts at the corners. It was also used in single-bank locomotive engines,

and continues to be used for marine engines, both for propulsion and for auxiliary generators.
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The Gnome Rotary engine, used in several early aircraft, had a stationary crankshaft and a bank

of radially arranged cylinders rotating around it.

4. Wankel

The Wankel engine (rotary engine) does not have piston strokes. It operates with the same

separation of phases as the four-stroke engine with the phases taking place in separate locations

in the engine, so it can be called a "four-phase" engine but in thermodynamic terms it follows the

Otto engine cycle. While it is true that three power strokes typically occur per rotor revolution

due to the 3/1 revolution ratio of the rotor to the eccentric shaft, only one power stroke per shaft

revolution actually occurs; this engine provides three power 'strokes' per revolution per rotor

giving it a greater power-to-weight ratio than piston engines. This type of engine is most notably

used in the current Mazda RX-8, the earlier RX-7, and other models.

5. Gas turbines

A gas turbine is a rotary machine similar in principle to a steam turbine and it consists of three

main components: a compressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine. The air after being

compressed in the compressor is heated by burning fuel in it. About two-thirds of the heated air

combined with the products of combustion is expanded in a turbine resulting in work output

which is used to drive the compressor. The rest (about one-third) is available as useful work

output.

6. Jet engine

Jet engines take a large volume of hot gas from a combustion process (typically a gas turbine, but

rocket forms of jet propulsion often use solid or liquid propellants, and ramjet forms also lack the
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gas turbine) and feed it through a nozzle which accelerates the jet to high speed. As the jet

accelerates through the nozzle, this creates thrust and in turn does useful work.

Topic : Operating Characteristics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of operating characteristics of Engine

 Learn the Basic Processes

 Learn the concept of Combustion

 Learn the concept of Gasoline Ignition Process

 Learn the concept of Diesel Ignition Process

Definition/Overview:

The two-stroke internal combustion engine differs from the more common four-stroke engine by

completing the same (thermodynamic) cycle in only two strokes of the piston, rather than four.

This is accomplished by using the beginning of the compression stroke and the end of the

combustion stroke to simultaneously perform the intake and exhaust functions, which is called

scavenging. This allows a power stroke for every revolution of the crank, instead of every second

revolution as in a four-stroke engine. For this reason, two-stroke engines provide high specific

power, so they are valued for use in portable, lightweight applications such as chainsaws as well

as large-scale industrial applications like locomotives.
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Today, internal combustion engines in cars, trucks, motorcycles, aircraft, construction machinery

and many others, most commonly use a four-stroke cycle. The four strokes refer to intake,

compression, combustion (power) and exhaust strokes that occur during two crankshaft rotations

per working cycle of the Gasoline engine and Diesel engine.

The six-stroke engine is a type of internal combustion engine based on the four-stroke engine,

but with additional complexity to make it more efficient and reduce emissions. Two different

types of six-stroke engine have been developed since the 1990s: In the first approach, the engine

captures the waste heat from the four-stroke Otto cycle or Diesel cycle and uses it to power an

additional power and exhaust stroke of the piston in the same cylinder. Designs use either steam

or air as the working fluid for the additional power stroke. As well as extracting power, the

additional stroke cools the engine and removes the need for a cooling system, making the engine

lighter and giving 40% increased efficiency over the normal Otto cycle or Diesel cycle. The

pistons in this type of six-stroke engine go up and down six times for each injection of fuel.

There are two power strokes: one with fuel, the other with steam or air. The currently notable

designs in this class are the Crower six stroke engine, invented by Bruce Crower of the U.S. ; the

Bajulaz engine by the Bajulaz S A company of Switzerland; and the Velozeta Six-stroke engine

built by the College of Engineering, at Trivandrum in India.

A diesel engine is an internal combustion engine which operates using the diesel cycle (named

after Dr. Rudolph Diesel). Diesel engines have the highest thermal efficiency compared to any

internal or external combustion engine.

The defining feature of the diesel engine is the use of compression ignition to burn the fuel,

which is injected into the combustion chamber during the final stage of compression. This is in

contrast to a petrol (gasoline) engine or gas engine, which uses the Otto cycle, in which a fuel/air

mixture is ignited by a spark plug.
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Key Points:

1. Basic process

As their name implies, operation of a four stroke internal combustion engines have 4 basic steps

that repeat with every two revolutions of the engine:

1.1 Intake

Combustible mixtures are emplaced in the combustion chamber

1.2 Compression

The mixtures are placed under pressure

1.3 Combustion/Expansion

The mixture is burnt, almost invariably a deflagration, although a few systems involve

detonation. The hot mixture is expanded, pressing on and moving parts of the engine and

performing useful work.

1.4 Exhaust

The cooled combustion products are exhausted into the atmosphere Many engines

overlap these steps in time, jet engines do all steps simultaneously at different parts of the

engines.

2. Combustion

All internal combustion engines depend on the exothermic chemical process of combustion: the

reaction of a fuel, typically with oxygen from the airalthough other oxidizers such as nitrous

oxide may be employed. The combustion process typically results in the production of a great

quantity of heat, as well as the production of steam and carbon dioxide and other chemicals at

very high temperature; the temperature reached is determined by the chemical make up of the

fuel and oxidizers (see stoichiometry).
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The most common modern fuels are made up of hydrocarbons and are derived mostly from fossil

fuels (petroleum). Fossil fuels include diesel fuel, gasoline and petroleum gas, and the rarer use

of propane. Except for the fuel delivery components, most internal combustion engines that are

designed for gasoline use can run on natural gas or liquefied petroleum gases without major

modifications. Large diesels can run with air mixed with gases and a pilot diesel fuel ignition

injection. Liquid and gaseous biofuels, such as ethanol and biodiesel (a form of diesel fuel that is

produced from crops that yield triglycerides such as soybean oil), can also be used. Some

engines with appropriate modifications can also run on hydrogen gas.

All internal combustion engines must achieve ignition in their cylinders to create combustion.

Typically engines use either a spark ignition (SI) method or a compression ignition (CI) system.

In the past, other methods using hot tubes or flames have been used.

3. Gasoline Ignition Process

Gasoline engine ignition systems generally rely on a combination of a lead-acid battery and an

induction coil to provide a high-voltage electrical spark to ignite the air-fuel mix in the engine's

cylinders. This battery is recharged during operation using an electricity-generating device such

as an alternator or generator driven by the engine. Gasoline engines take in a mixture of air and

gasoline and compress it to not more than 12.8 bar (1.28 MPa), then use a spark plug to ignite the

mixture when it is compressed by the piston head in each cylinder.

4. Diesel Ignition Process

Diesel engines and HCCI(Homogeneous charge compression ignition) engines, rely solely on

heat and pressure created by the engine in its compression process for ignition. The compression

level that occurs is usually twice or more than a gasoline engine. Diesel engines will take in air

only, and shortly before peak compression, a small quantity of diesel fuel is sprayed into the

cylinder via a fuel injector that allows the fuel to instantly ignite. HCCI type engines will take in
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both air and fuel but continue to rely on an unaided auto-combustion process, due to higher

pressures and heat. This is also why diesel and HCCI engines are more susceptible to cold-

starting issues, although they will run just as well in cold weather once started. Light duty diesel

engines with indirect injection in automobiles and light trucks employ glow-plugs that pre-heat

the combustion chamber just before starting to reduce no-start conditions in cold weather. Most

diesels also have a battery and charging system; nevertheless, this system is secondary and is

added by manufacturers as a luxury for the ease of starting, turning fuel on and off (which can

also be done via a switch or mechanical apparatus), and for running auxiliary electrical

components and accessories. Most new engines rely on electrical and electronic control system

that also control the combustion process to increase efficiency and reduce emissions.

5. Rotary inlet valve

The intake pathway is opened and closed by a rotating member. A familiar type sometimes seen

on small motorcycles is a slotted disk attached to the crankshaft which covers and uncovers an

opening, allowing charge to enter the crankcase during one portion of the cycle.

Another form of rotary inlet valve used on two-stroke engines employs two cylindrical members

with suitable cutouts arranged to rotate one within the other - the inlet pipe having passage to the

crankcase only when the two cutouts coincide. The crankshaft itself may form one of the

members, as with the two-cylinder Maytag washing machine engine of the 1930s and 40s and is

still used in most Glow-plug model engines. In yet another embodiment, the crank disc is

arranged to be a close-clearance fit in the crankcase and is provided with a cutout which lines up

with an inlet passage in the crankcase wall at the appropriate time, as in the Vespa motor scooter.

The advantage of a rotary valve is that it enables the two-stroke engine's intake timing to be

asymmetrical which is not possible with two-stroke piston port type engines. The two-stroke

piston port type engine's intake timing opens and closes before and after top dead center at the

same crank angle making it symmetrical whereas the rotary valve allows the opening to begin

earlier and close earlier.
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Rotary valve engines can be tailored to deliver power over a wider speed range or higher power

over a narrower speed range than either piston port or reed valve engine. Portions of the rotary-

valve engine are often the crankcase itself and these must not be allowed to wear.

6. Loop-scavenged

This method of scavenging uses carefully shaped and positioned transfer ports to direct the flow

of fresh mixture toward the combustion chamber as it enters the cylinder. The fuel air mixture

strikes the cylinder head then follows the curvature of the combustion chamber then is deflected

downward. This not only prevents the fuel/air mixture travelling directly out the exhaust port but

creates a swirling turbulence which improves combustion efficiency, power and economy.

Usually a piston deflector is not required, so this approach has a distinct advantage over the cross

flow scheme (above). Often referred to as "Schnuerle" (or "Schnrl") loop scavenging after the

German inventor of an early form in the mid 1920s, it became widely adopted in that country

during the 1930s and spread further afield after World War II. Loop scavenging is the most

common type of fuel/air mixture transfer used on modern two stroke engines. Suzuki was one of

the first manufacturers outside of Europe to adopt loop scavenged two stroke engines. This

operational feature was used in conjunction with the expansion chamber exhaust developed by

German motorcycle manufacturer, MZ and Walter Kaaden. Loop scavenging, disc valves and

expansion chambers worked in a highly coordinated way that saw a significant increase in the

power output of two-stroke engines, particularly from the Japanese manufacturers Suzuki,

Yamaha and Kawasaki. Suzuki and Yamaha enjoyed success in grand Prix motorcycle racing in

the 1960's due in no small way to the increased power afforded by loop scavenging. An

additional benefit of loop scavenging was that the piston could be made nearly flat or slightly

dome shaped. This enabled the piston to be appreciably lighter and stronger and consequently

tolerated higher engine speeds. The "flat top" piston also has better thermal properties and is less

prone to uneven heating, expansion, piston seizures, dimensional changes and compression

losses.
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Topic : Engine Cycles

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Engine Cycle

 Learn about Fuel octane rating

 Learn about Power output limit

 Learn about Intake/Exhaust port flow

Definition/Overview:

Engine Cycles: When the piston is at the highest point in the cylinder, it is in a position called

top dead center (TDC). When the piston is at its lowest point in the cylinder, it is in a position

called bottom dead center (BDC). As the piston moves from top to bottom or from bottom to top,

the crankshaft rotates exactly one half of a revolution. Each movement of the piston from top to

bottom or from bottom to top is called a stroke; therefore,the piston completes two strokes for

every full crankshaft revolution or an engine to operate, the following sequence of events must

occur:

Intake: A combustible mixture is pulled into the cylinder

Compression: The combustible mixture is compressed into a smaller space.

Power: The compressed combustible mixture is ignited causing it to expand, producing power.

Exhaust: The burnt gases are removed from the cylinder. The engine repeats this sequence of

events over and over again to produce sustained power. One complete series of these events in an
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engine is called a cycle. Engines have either a four-stroke cycle or a two-stroke cycle; most

engines operate on the four-stroke cycle

Key Points:

1. Fuel octane rating

Internal combustion engine power primarily originates from the expansion of gases in the power

stroke. Compressing the fuel and air into a very small space increases the efficiency of the power

stroke, but increasing the cylinder compression ratio also increases the heating of the fuel as the

mixture is compressed (following Charles's law). The cycle begins at top dead center (TDC),

when the piston is farthest away from the axis of the crankshaft. On the intake or induction

stroke of the piston, the piston descends from the top of the cylinder, reducing the pressure inside

the cylinder. A mixture of fuel and air is forced (by atmospheric or greater pressure) into the

cylinder through the intake (inlet) port. The intake (inlet) valve (or valves) then close(s), and the

compression stroke compresses the fuelair mixture.

The airfuel mixture is then ignited near the end of the compression stroke, usually by a spark

plug (for a gasoline or Otto cycle engine) or by the heat and pressure of compression (for a

Diesel cycle or compression ignition engine). The resulting pressure of burning gases pushes the

piston through the power stroke. In the exhaust stroke, the piston pushes the products of

combustion from the cylinder through an exhaust valve or valves.

A highly flammable fuel with a low self-ignition temperature can combust before the cylinder

reaches top-dead-center, potentially forcing the piston backwards against rotation. Alternately, a

fuel which self-ignites at top-dead-center but before the cylinder has started downwards can

damage the piston and cylinder due to the extreme thermal energy concentrated into a very small

space with no relief. This damage is often referred to as engine knocking and can lead to

permanent engine damage if it occurs frequently.
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The octane rating is a measure of the fuel's resistance to self-ignition, by increasing the

temperature at which it will self-ignite. A fuel with a greater octane rating allows for a much

higher compression ratio without the risk of damage due to self-ignition.

Diesel engines rely on self-ignition for the engine to function. They solve the engine damage

problem by separately injecting high-pressure fuel into the cylinder shortly before the piston has

reached TDC. Air without fuel can be compressed to a very high degree without concern for self-

ignition, and the highly pressurized fuel in the fuel injection system cannot ignite without the

presence of air.

2. Power output limit

The amount of power generated by a four-stroke engine is related to its speed. The speed is

ultimately limited by material strength. Valves, pistons and connecting rods (where applicable)

suffer severe acceleration forces. At high engine speed, physical breakage and piston ring flutter

can occur, resulting in power loss or even engine destruction. Piston ring flutter occurs when the

rings oscillate vertically within the piston grooves they reside in. Ring flutter compromises the

seal between the ring and the cylinder wall which results in a loss of cylinder pressure and

power. If an engine spins too quickly, valve springs cannot act quickly enough to close the

valves. This is commonly referred to as 'valve float', and it can result in piston to valve contact,

severely damaging the engine.

3. Intake/Exhaust port flow

The output power of an engine is dependent on the ability of intake (airfuel mixture) and exhaust

matter to move quickly through valve ports, typically located in the cylinder head. To increase an

engines output power, irregularities in the intake and exhaust paths, such as casting flaws, can be

removed, and, with the aid of an air flow bench, the radii of valve port turns and valve seat
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configuration can be modified to reduce resistance. This process is called porting, and it can be

done by hand or with a CNC machine.

4. Supercharging

One way to increase engine power is to force more air into the cylinder so that more power can

be produced from each power stroke. This was originally done using a type of air compression

device known as a Supercharger which is powered by the engine crankshaft. Supercharging

increases the power output limits of four-stroke engine, but the supercharger is always

running. Continuous compression of the intake air requires some mechanical energy to

accomplish, so the supercharger has a cost of reduced fuel efficiency when the engine is

operating at low power levels or when the engine is simply unloaded and idling.

5. Turbo-charging

The Turbocharger was designed as a part-time method of compressing more air into the cylinder

head. It consists of a two piece, high-speed turbine assembly with one side that compresses the

intake air, and the other side that is powered by the exhaust gas outflow.

When idling, and at low-to-moderate speeds, the turbocharger is not engaged and the engine

operates in a naturally-aspirated manner. When much more power output is required, the engine

speed is increased until the exhaust gases are sufficient to 'spin up' the turbocharger's turbine to

start compressing much more air than normal into the intake manifold.

Turbo-charging allows for more efficient engine operation at low-to-moderate speeds, but there

is a design limitation known as turbo lag. The increased engine power is not immediately

available; due to the need to sharply increase engine RPM to spin up the turbo, before the turbo

starts to do any useful air compression.
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6. Rod and Piston-to-Stroke ratio

The rod-to-stroke ratio is the ratio of the length of the connecting rod to the length of the piston

stroke. A longer rod will reduce the sidewise pressure of the piston on the cylinder wall and the

stress forces, hence increasing engine life. It also increases cost and engine height and weight.

A "square engine" is an engine with a bore diameter equal to its stroke length. An engine where

the bore diameter is larger to its stroke length is an over-square engine; conversely, an engine

without a bore diameter that is smaller than its stroke length is an under-square engine.

7. Valve train

The valves are typically operated by a camshaft rotating at half the speed of the crankshaft. It has

a series of cams along its length, each designed to open a valve during the appropriate part of an

intake or exhaust stroke. A tappet between valve and cam is a contact surface on which the cam

slides to open the valve. Many engines use one or more camshafts above a row (or each row) of

cylinders, as in the illustration, in which each cam directly actuates a valve through a flat tappet.

In other engine designs the camshaft is in the crankcase, in which case each cam contacts a push

rod, which contacts a rocker arm which opens a valve. The overhead cam design typically allows

higher engine speeds because it provides the most direct path between cam and valve.

8. Valve clearance

Valve clearance refers to the small gap between a valve lifter and a valve stem that ensures that

the valve completely closes. On engines with mechanical valve adjustment excessive clearance

will cause noise from the valve train. Typically the clearance has to be readjusted each twenty

thousand miles with a feeler gage.

Most modern production engines use hydraulic lifters to automatically compensate for valve

train component wear. Dirty engine oil may cause lifter failure.

9. Energy Balance

Otto engines are about 35% efficient - 35% of fuel energy arises at the output shaft, the

remainder appears as waste heat. For a full heat energy balance see
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

Thermochemistry And Fuels

Air And Fuel Induction

Topic : Thermochemistry And Fuels

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Thermo-chemistry and One Ignition Cycle

 Learn about Fuels and oxidizers

 Learn about Oxidizers

 Learn about Engine capacity

Definition/Overview:

Thermo-chemistry: Thermo-chemistry deals with energy, heat and work. Much of what we study

deals with static systems in which no change is taking place. But we are not content with an

automobile or truck that just sits in the driveway, so this discussion deals with situations

undergoing change. The change in energy of a system that is going through any process is the

sum of the heat added TO the system and the work done ON the system.

delta E = delta q + delta w
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If heat flows from the system and work is done by the system as in the case of fuel combustion,

then both delta q and delta e are negative and delta E is likewise negative. This situation

expresses the conversion of the potential or stored energy of the fuel converted to heat and

kinetic energy and transferred from the system to its surroundings.

Key Points:

1. Thermochemistry and One Ignition Cycle

Consider one cylinder of that Dodge RAM truck outside. In one ignition in which a small

amount of fuel is injected into the cylinder, is compressed to a smaller volume and ignited with a

spark in the presence of air, we see both the heat and work that results. The engine gets hot and

the cylinder moves back down and the resulting work drives the truck. Heat is added to the

system and work is done by the system the energy of the system - the engine - changes.

Where did the energy come from? What was the origin of both heat and work. The ignition of

the gasoline in the cylinder caused a rapid chemical reaction with the conversion of the

hydrocarbon fuel in the presence of oxygen to carbon dioxide and water with the release of

energy. The standard for the measurement of energy - different from the methods of using energy

- is called standard enthalpy. Standard enthalpy is the heat given off or required for a chemical

reaction carried out on one mole of the substance under standard conditions - that is 25 degrees

Celsius and one atmosphere pressure.

Thus for octane - one component of the mixture of hydrocarbons called gasoline, the combustion

of one mole - about 114g - follows the equation below and the standard enthalpy of combustion

is -1307kcal/mol.

C8H18 + 12.5O2 --> 8CO2 + 9H2O delta Hc = -1307kcal/mole

Please understand this standard enthalpy is a measurement of the energy available. No more no

less. But this is confusing, isn't it? We said energy was the sum of heat given off and work done.

How then can we measure energy by determining heat effects and ignoring the work? The reason

is that we define work as force acting over a distance.
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 Gas expanding in a cylinder, against a constant resisting pressure, is work.

 A gas expanding into the atmosphere with no restraint is not work.

In the absence of work, all the energy appears as heat. We can measure heat rather well, so

standard enthalpies are collections of heat measurements done under the conditions of no work.

But they are measurements of energy none the less.

So thermo-chemistry is limiting. There is only so much energy available for each mole of

combustible material. You might look up the standard enthalpy for hexane and find delta Hc = -

997kcal/mol. Octane might look to more energy producing than hexane, but in practice, we use a

fuel by weight or volume, not by mole. So what is important is the energy per gram:

 Octane: delta Hc = -1307kcal/mole/114g/mol = 11.5kcal/g

 Hexane: delta Hc = -997kcal/mole/86g/mol = 11.6kcal/g

Energy from fuels is limiting. We can obtain no more than about 11-12 kcal/g from fuel

combustion. If we are heating a home with this fuel, we want all of that energy as heat, and as we

have seen, burning in the atmosphere without capturing the exhaust gases does just that.

2. Fuels and oxidizers

Even fluidized metal powders and explosives have seen some use. Engines that use gases for fuel

are called gas engines and those that use liquid hydrocarbons are called oil engines, however

gasoline engines are also often colloquially referred to as, "gas engines" ("petrol engines" in the

UK).

The main limitations on fuels are that it must be easily transportable through the fuel system to

the combustion chamber, and that the fuel releases sufficient energy in the form of heat upon

combustion to make practical use of the engine.

Diesel engines are generally heavier, noisier, and more powerful at lower speeds than gasoline

engines. They are also more fuel-efficient in most circumstances and are used in heavy road

vehicles, some automobiles (increasingly so for their increased fuel efficiency over gasoline

engines), ships, railway locomotives, and light aircraft. Gasoline engines are used in most other
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road vehicles including most cars, motorcycles, and mopeds. Note that in Europe, sophisticated

diesel-engine cars have taken over about 40% of the market since the 1990s. There are also

engines that run on hydrogen, methanol, ethanol, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), and biodiesel.

Paraffin and tractor vaporizing oil (TVO) engines are no longer seen.

3. Hydrogen

At present, hydrogen is mostly used as fuel for rocket engines. In the future, hydrogen might

replace more conventional fuels in traditional internal combustion engines. If hydrogen fuel cell

technology becomes widespread, then the use of internal combustion engines may be phased out.

Although there are multiple ways of producing free hydrogen, those methods require converting

combustible molecules into hydrogen or consuming electric energy. Unless that electricity is

produced from a renewable sourceand is not required for other purposesit seems hydrogen does

not solve any energy crisis. The disadvantage of hydrogen in many situations is its storage.

Liquid hydrogen has extremely low density (14 times lower than water) and requires extensive

insulationwhilst gaseous hydrogen requires heavy tankage. Even when liquefied, hydrogen has a

higher specific energy but the volumetric energetic storage is still roughly five times lower than

petrol. The 'Hydrogen on Demand' process (see direct borohydride fuel cell) creates hydrogen as

it is needed, but has other issues such as the high price of the sodium borohydride which is the

raw material.

4. Oxidizers

Since air is plentiful at the surface of the earth, the oxidizer is typically atmospheric oxygen

which has the advantage of not being stored within the vehicle, increasing the power-to-weight

and power to volume ratios. There are other materials that are used for special purposes, often to

increase power output or to allow operation under water or in space.

 Compressed air has been commonly used in torpedoes.
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 Compressed oxygen, as well as some compressed air, was used in the Japanese Type 93

torpedo. Some submarines are designed to carry pure oxygen. Rockets very often use

liquid oxygen.

 Nitromethane is added to some racing and model fuels to increase power and control

combustion.

 Nitrous oxide has been usedwith extra gasolinein tactical aircraft and in specially

equipped cars to allow short bursts of added power from engines that otherwise run on

gasoline and air. It is also used in the Burt Rutan rocket spacecraft.

 Hydrogen peroxide power was under development for German World War II submarines

and may have been used in some non-nuclear submarines and some rocket engines.

 Other chemicals such as chlorine or fluorine have been used experimentally, but have not

been found to be practical

5. Engine capacity

For piston engines, an engines' capacity is the displacement or swept volume by the pistons of

the engine. It is generally measured in liters (L) or cubic inches (c.i.d. or cu in or in) for larger

engines, and cubic centimetres (abbreviated cc) for smaller engines. Engines with greater

capacities are usually more powerful and provide greater torque at lower rpm, but also consume

more fuel. Apart from designing an engine with more cylinders, there are two ways to increase

an engines' capacity. The first is to lengthen the stroke: the second is to increase the pistons'

diameter (See also: Stroke ratio). In either case, it may be necessary to make further adjustments

to the fuel intake of the engine to ensure optimal performance.

Change in Entropy

In the system, the change in entropy depends on increase or decrease of disorder in the process.

Chemical processes that produce more moles of gas than exist as starting materials will show

marked increase in entropy. Those that remain as liquids or solids will show a much smaller

effect since the state of randomness for gas is so much higher than that for liquid or gas.
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The change in entropy for the system cannot be be expressed the same way as that for the

surroundings because of the involvement of changes in molecular disorder. For a system:

delta Ssystem is not equal to delta Hsystem/ToK

as it is for the surroundings. To further complicate, system entropy changes cannot be calculated

directly.

J. Willard Gibbs understood entropy and that entropy changes and enthalpy were related in a

system undergoing chemical reactions. He reasoned that in the chemical process, some of the

energy from the system represented the energy free to do work, the rest of the energy was due

simply to the heat required or generated. Gibbs postulated a new state function, Free Energy (G),

the energy available to do work, as:

G = H - TS

And for a process undergoing change,

delta G = delta H - Tdelta S

The convention is that whan delta G is negative, the process is spontaneous and can do work.

The Gibbs equation implies that if we want a lot of work, we look for a high negative delta H

and a decrease in entropy, or as small an increase as possible.

It means different things in different situations. If we are seeking to heat our home, we want all

the energy from the burning of the heating fuel - gas, oil, coal, wood, to be converted to heat.

And we want that heat to be delivered to the rooms of the house and not up the chimney. The

first desire is a thermodynamics problem.. If we do no work, then all the energy will appear as

heat.

But in an automobile engine we want as little heat as possible; we want the potential energy to be

converted to work. After a long drive, when we lift the hood of the car and feel the heat rising

into our face, we should recognize we are observing the inefficient application of energy for

work. We will see we can improve this situation, but not completely alleviate it. There will

always be a large of loss of potential energy to heat.

Because it does more work for each molecule of fuel burned. Look at the chemical reaction for

the oxidation or combustion of octane:

C8H18(g) + 12.5O2(g) --> 8CO2(g) + 9H2O(g) delta Hc = -1307kcal/mole
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In an ideal case in an automobile cylinder, the fuel is vaporized to a gas and ignited in the

presence of air. Air consists of 20% oxygen, 79% nitrogen and 1% argon. The nitrogen and

argon do not react to any great extent.

Let us ignore the temperature in the cylinder for a moment. The gases are injected, the cylinder

compresses them and they ignite to form products as shown releasing 1307kcal/mole of energy.

There is an increase in the number of moles of gas from 13.5 to 17 from the reaction. (Remember

when we brought in 12.5 moles of oxygen we also brought in about 50 moles of nitrogen and

argon for a total of 63.5 moles in the initial state). Thus, from this alone we can judge the entropy

or level of disorder increases in this chemical reaction. If the compression ratio was, let us say, 5

to 1, the pressure was 5 atmospheres before the detonation; after the detonation we have 67

moles of gas, the pressure has increased somewhat from the production of new gas molecules.

Disorder increases, entropy increases, delta S is positive, from the new moles of gas. And so the

Free Energy (G) available to do work is reduced by the value of T delta S.

But in an alternate case, if the compression ratio is 8:1, the pressure is higher initially and

increases with new moles of gas, but the actual increase in entropy is less because there is less

disorder at 8 atmospheres than at 5 atmospheres. The molecules have less freedom, the increase

of T delta S is less than for the first case. The value of delta G is more negative, the system can

do more work.

Topic : Air And Fuel Induction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Air and Fuel injection

 Learn about Engine operation

 Learn about the Functional description
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 Learn the concept of Throttle body injection

Definition/Overview:

Air and Fuel injection: Air and Fuel injection is a system for mixing fuel with air in an internal

combustion engine. It has become the primary fuel delivery system used in gasoline automotive

engines, having almost completely replaced carburetors in the late 1980s. The first use of direct

gasoline injection was on the Hesselman engine invented by Swedish engineer Jonas Hesselman

in 1925.

A fuel injection system is designed and calibrated specifically for the type(s) of fuel it will

handle. The majority of fuel injection systems are for gasoline or diesel applications. With the

advent of electronic fuel injection (EFI), the diesel and gasoline hardware has become similar.

EFI's programmable firmware has permitted common hardware to be used with multiple

different fuels. For gasoline engines, carburetors were the predominant method to meter fuel

before the widespread use of fuel injection. However, a wide variety of injection systems have

existed since the earliest usage of the internal combustion engine.

The primary functional difference between carburetors and fuel injection is that fuel injection

atomizes the fuel by forcibly pumping it through a small nozzle under high pressure, while a

carburetor relies on low pressure created by intake air rushing through it to add the fuel to the

airstream.

The fuel injector is only a nozzle and a valve: the power to inject the fuel comes from farther

back in the fuel supply, from a pump or a pressure container.
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Key Points:

1. Engine operation

Operational benefits to the driver of a fuel-injected car include smoother and more dependable

engine response during quick throttle transitions, easier and more dependable engine starting,

better operation at extremely high or low ambient temperatures, increased maintenance intervals,

and increased fuel efficiency. On a more basic level, fuel injection does away with the choke

which on carburetor-equipped vehicles must be operated when starting the engine from cold and

then adjusted as the engine warms up.

An engine's air/fuel ratio must be accurately controlled under all operating conditions to achieve

the desired engine performance, emissions, driveability, and fuel economy. Modern electronic

fuel-injection systems meter fuel very accurately and precisely, and use closed loop fuel-

injection quantity-control based on feedback from an oxygen sensor (or "O2 sensor"). This

enables fuel-injected engines to produce less air pollution than comparable carbureted engines.

Properly-designed fuel injection systems can react rapidly to changing inputs such as sudden

throttle movements, and will control the amount of fuel injected to match the engine's needs

across a wide range of operating conditions such as engine load, ambient air temperature, engine

temperature, fuel octane level, and prevailing barometric pressure.

A multipoint fuel injection system generally delivers a more accurate and equal mass of fuel to

each cylinder than can a carburetor, thus improving the cylinder-to-cylinder distribution. Exhaust

emissions are cleaner because the more precise and accurate fuel metering reduces the

concentration of toxic combustion byproducts leaving the engine, and because exhaust cleanup

devices such as the catalytic converter can be optimized to operate more efficiently since the

exhaust is of consistent and predictable composition.

Fuel injection generally increases engine fuel efficiency. With the improved cylinder-to-cylinder

fuel distribution, less fuel is needed for the same power output. When cylinder-to-cylinder

distribution is less than ideal, as is always the case to some degree with a carburetor or throttle

body fuel injection, some cylinders receive excess fuel as a side effect of ensuring that all

cylinders receive sufficient fuel. Power output is asymmetrical with respect to air/fuel ratio;

burning extra fuel in the rich cylinders does not reduce power nearly as quickly as burning too

little fuel in the lean cylinders. However, rich-running cylinders are undesirable from the
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standpoint of exhaust emissions, fuel efficiency, engine wear, and engine oil contamination.

Deviations from perfect air/fuel distribution, however subtle, affect the emissions, by not letting

the combustion events be at the chemically ideal (stoichiometric) air/fuel ratio. Grosser

distribution problems eventually begin to reduce efficiency, and the grossest distribution issues

finally affect power. Increasingly poorer air/fuel distribution affects emissions, efficiency, and

power, in that order. By optimizing the homogeneity of cylinder-to-cylinder mixture distribution,

all the cylinders approach their maximum power potential and the engine's overall power output

improves.

A fuel-injected engine often produces more power than an equivalent carbureted engine. Fuel

injection alone does not necessarily increase an engine's maximum potential output. Increased

airflow is needed to burn more fuel, which in turn releases more energy and produces more

power. The combustion process converts the fuel's chemical energy into heat energy, whether the

fuel is supplied by fuel injectors or a carburetor. However, airflow is often improved with fuel

injection, the components of which allow more design freedom to improve the air's path into the

engine. In contrast, a carburetor's mounting options are limited because it is larger, it must be

carefully oriented with respect to gravity, and it must be equidistant from each of the engine's

cylinders to the maximum practicable degree. These design constraints generally compromise

airflow into the engine. Furthermore, a carburetor relies on a restrictive venturi to create a local

air pressure difference, which forces the fuel into the air stream. The flow loss caused by the

venturi, however, is small compared to other flow losses in the induction system. In a well-

designed carburetor induction system, the venturi is not a significant airflow restriction.

Fuel is saved while the car is coasting because the car's movement is helping to keep the engine

rotating, so less fuel is used for this purpose. Control units on modern cars react to this and

reduce or stop fuel flow to the engine reducing wear on the brakes.

2. Functional description

Central to an EFI system is a computer called the Engine Control Unit (ECU), which monitors

engine operating parameters via various sensors. The ECU interprets these parameters in order to

calculate the appropriate amount of fuel to be injected, among other tasks, and controls engine

operation by manipulating fuel and/or air flow as well as other variables. The optimum amount
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of injected fuel depends on conditions such as engine and ambient temperatures, engine speed

and workload, and exhaust gas composition.

The electronic fuel injector is normally closed, and opens to inject pressurized fuel as long as

electricity is applied to the injector's solenoid coil. The duration of this operation, called pulse

width, is proportional to the amount of fuel desired. The electric pulse may be applied in closely-

controlled sequence with the valve events on each individual cylinder (in a sequential fuel

injection system), or in groups of less than the total number of injectors (in a batch fire system).

Since the nature of fuel injection dispenses fuel in discrete amounts, and since the nature of the

4-stroke-cycle engine has discrete induction (air-intake) events, the ECU calculates fuel in

discrete amounts. In a sequential system, the injected fuel mass is tailored for each individual

induction event. Every induction event, of every cylinder, of the entire engine, is a separate fuel

mass calculation, and each injector receives a unique pulse width based on that cylinder's fuel

requirements.

It is necessary to know the mass of air the engine "breathes" during each induction event. This is

proportional to the intake manifold's air pressure/temperature, which is proportional to throttle

position. The amount of air inducted in each intake event is known as "air-charge", and this can

be determined using several methods. (See MAF sensor, and MAP sensor.)

The three elemental ingredients for combustion are fuel, air and ignition. However, complete

combustion can only occur if the air and fuel is present in the exact stoichiometric ratio, which

allows all the carbon and hydrogen from the fuel to combine with all the oxygen in the air, with

no undesirable polluting leftovers. Oxygen sensors monitor the amount of oxygen in the exhaust,

and the ECU uses this information to adjust the air-to-fuel ratio in real-time.

To achieve stoichiometry, the air mass flow into the engine is measured and multiplied by the

stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 14.64:1 (by weight) for gasoline. The required fuel mass that must be

injected into the engine is then translated to the required pulse width for the fuel injector. The

stoichiometric ratio changes as a function of the fuel; diesel, gasoline, ethanol, methanol,

propane, methane (natural gas), or hydrogen.

Deviations from stoichiometry are required during non-standard operating conditions such as

heavy load, or cold operation, in which case, the mixture ratio can range from 10:1 to 18:1 (for

gasoline). In early fuel injection systems this was accomplished with a thermotime switch.
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Pulse width is inversely related to pressure difference across the injector inlet and outlet. For

example, if the fuel line pressure increases (injector inlet), or the manifold pressure decreases

(injector outlet), a smaller pulse width will admit the same fuel. Fuel injectors are available in

various sizes and spray characteristics as well. Compensation for these and many other factors

are programmed into the ECU's software.

3. Throttle body injection

Throttle-body injection (called TBI by General Motors and Central Fuel Injection (CFI) by Ford)

or single-point injection was introduced in the 1940s in large aircraft engines, (then called the

pressure carburetor) and in the 1980s in the automotive world. The TBI system injects fuel at the

throttle body (the same location where a carburetor introduced fuel). The induction mixture

passes through the intake runners like a carburetor system, and is thus labelled a "wet manifold

system". The justification for the TBI/CFI phase was low cost. Many of the carburetor's

supporting components could be reused such as the air cleaner, intake manifold, and fuel line

routing. This postponed the redesign and tooling costs of these components. Most of these

components were later redesigned for the next phase of fuel injection's evolution, which is

individual port injection, commonly known as MPFI or "multi-point fuel injection". TBI was

used extensively on American-made passenger cars and light trucks in the 1980 to 1995

timeframe and some transition-engined European cars throughout the early and mid 1990s.

4. Continuous injection

Bosch's K-Jetronic (K for kontinuierlich, German for "continuous"- a.k.a. CIS- Continuous

Injection System) was introduced in 1974. In this system, fuel sprays constantly from the

injectors, rather than being pulsed in time with the engine's intake strokes. Gasoline is pumped

from the fuel tank to a large control valve called a fuel distributor, which separates the single fuel

supply pipe from the tank into smaller pipes, one for each injector. The fuel distributor is

mounted atop a control vane through which all intake air must pass, and the system works by

varying fuel volume supplied to the injectors based on the angle of the air vane, which in turn is

determined by the volume flow-rate of air past the vane, and by the control pressure. The control

pressure is regulated with a mechanical device called the control pressure regulator (CPR) or the

warm-up regulator (WUR). Depending on the model, the CPR may be used to compensate for
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altitude, full load, and/or a cold engine. On cars equipped with an oxygen sensor, the fuel

mixture is adjusted by a device called the frequency valve. The injectors are simple spring-

loaded check valves with nozzles; once fuel system pressure becomes high enough to overcome

the counter-spring, the injectors begin spraying. K-Jetronic was used for many years between

1974 and the mid 1990s by BMW, Lamborghini, Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Ford,

Porsche, Audi, Saab, DeLorean, and Volvo. There was also a variant of the system called KE-

Jetronic with electronic instead of mechanical control of the control pressure.

In piston aircraft engines, continuous-flow fuel injection is the most common type. In contrast to

automotive fuel injection systems, aircraft continuous flow fuel injection is all mechanical,

requiring no electricity to operate. Two common types exist: the Bendix RSA system, and the

TCM system. The Bendix system is a direct descendant of the pressure carburetor. However,

instead of having a discharge valve in the barrel, it uses a flow divider mounted on top of the

engine, which controls the discharge rate and evenly distributes the fuel to stainless steel

injection lines which go to the intake ports of each cylinder. The TCM system is even more

simple. It has no venturi, no pressure chambers, no diaphragms, and no discharge valve. The

control unit is fed by a constant-pressure fuel pump. The control unit simply uses a butterfly

valve for the air which is linked by a mechanical linkage to a rotary valve for the fuel. Inside the

control unit is another restriction which is used to control the fuel mixture. The pressure drop

across the restrictions in the control unit controls the amount of fuel flowing, so that fuel flow is

directly proportional to the pressure at the flow divider. In fact, most aircraft using the TCM fuel

injection system feature a fuel flow gauge which is actually a pressure gauge that has been

calibrated in gallons per hour or pounds per hour of fuel.

5. Central port injection (CPI)

General Motors implemented a system called "central port injection" (CPI) or "central port fuel

injection" (CPFI). It uses tubes with poppet valves from a central injector to spray fuel at each

intake port rather than the central throttle-body. The 2 variants were CPFI from 1992 to 1995 and

CSFI from 1996 and on. CPFI is a batch-fire system, in which fuel is injected to all ports

simultaneously. The 1996 and later CSFI system sprays fuel sequentially.
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6. Multi-point fuel injection

Multi-point fuel injection injects fuel into the intake port just upstream of the cylinder's intake

valve, rather than at a central point within an intake manifold, referred to as SPFI, or single point

fuel injection. MPFI (or just MPI) systems can be sequential, in which injection is timed to

coincide with each cylinder's intake stroke, batched, in which fuel is injected to the cylinders in

groups, without precise synchronization to any particular cylinder's intake stroke, or

Simultaneous, in which fuel is injected at the same time to all the cylinders.

All modern EFI systems utilize sequential MPFI. Some Toyotas and other Japanese cars from the

1970s to the early 1990s used an application of Bosch's multipoint L-Jetronic system

manufactured under license by DENSO.

7. Direct Injection

Many diesel engines feature direct injection (DI). The injection nozzle is placed inside the

combustion chamber and the piston incorporates a depression (often toroidal) where initial

combustion takes place. Direct injection diesel engines are generally more efficient and cleaner

than indirect injection engines. Some recent gasoline engines utilize direct injection as well. This

is the next step in evolution from multi-port fuel injection and offers another magnitude of

emission control by eliminating the "wet" portion of the induction system. By virtue of better

dispersion and homogeneity of the directly injected fuel, the cylinder and piston are cooled,

thereby permitting higher compression ratios and more aggressive ignition timing, with resultant

enhanced output. More precise management of the fuel injection event also enables better control

of emissions. Finally, the homogeneity of the fuel mixture allows for leaner air/fuel ratios, which

together with more precise ignition timing can improve fuel economy. Along with this, the

engine can operate with stratified mixtures and hence avoid throttling losses at low and part load.

Some direct-injection systems incorporate piezo electronic injectors. With their extremely fast

response time, multiple injection events can occur during each power stroke of the engine.

DFI costs more than indirect injection systems; the injectors are exposed to more heat and

pressure, so more costly materials and higher-precision electronic management systems are

required.
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In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Fluid Motion Within Combustion Chamber

Combustion

Topic : Fluid Motion Within Combustion Chamber

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Fluid Motion

 Learn about Equations of fluid dynamics

Definition/Overview:

Fluid Motion: In physics, fluid motion is the sub-discipline of fluid mechanics dealing with

fluid flow the natural science of fluids (liquids and gases) in motion. It has several subdisciplines

itself, including aerodynamics (the study of gases in motion) and hydrodynamics (the study of

liquids in motion). Fluid dynamics has a wide range of applications, including calculating forces

and moments on aircraft, determining the mass flow rate of petroleum through pipelines,

predicting weather patterns, understanding nebulae in interstellar space and reportedly modeling

fission weapon detonation. Some of its principles are even used in traffic engineering, where

traffic is treated as a continuous fluid.

Fluid dynamics offers a systematic structure that underlies these practical disciplines and that

embraces empirical and semi-empirical laws, derived from flow measurement, used to solve

practical problems. The solution of a fluid dynamics problem typically involves calculation of
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various properties of the fluid, such as velocity, pressure, density, and temperature, as functions

of space and time.

In an historical context, hydrodynamics had a different meaning than it has nowadays. Before the

twentieth century, hydrodynamics was synonymous with fluid dynamics. This is still reflected in

the names of some fluid dynamics topics, like magnetohydrodynamics and hydrodynamic

stability both also applicable in, as well as being applied to, gases.

Key Points:

1. Equations of fluid dynamics

The foundational axioms of fluid dynamics are the conservation laws, specifically, conservation

of mass, conservation of linear momentum (also known as Newton's Second Law of Motion),

and conservation of energy (also known as First Law of Thermodynamics). These are based on

classical mechanics and are modified in quantum mechanics and general relativity. They are

expressed using the Reynolds Transport Theorem.

In addition to the above, fluids are assumed to obey the continuum assumption. Fluids are

composed of molecules that collide with one another and solid objects. However, the continuum

assumption considers fluids to be continuous, rather than discrete. Consequently, properties such

as density, pressure, temperature, and velocity are taken to be well-defined at infinitesimally

small points, and are assumed to vary continuously from one point to another. The fact that the

fluid is made up of discrete molecules is ignored.

For fluids which are sufficiently dense to be a continuum, do not contain ionized species, and

have velocities small in relation to the speed of light, the momentum equations for Newtonian

fluids are the Navier-Stokes equations, which is a non-linear set of differential equations that

describes the flow of a fluid whose stress depends linearly on velocity gradients and pressure.

The unsimplified equations do not have a general closed-form solution, so they are primarily of

use in Computational Fluid Dynamics. The equations can be simplified in a number of ways, all
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of which make them easier to solve. Some of them allow appropriate fluid dynamics problems to

be solved in closed form.

In addition to the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations, a thermo-dynamical

equation of state giving the pressure as a function of other thermodynamic variables for the fluid

is required to completely specify the problem. An example of this would be the perfect gas

equation of state:

where p is pressure, ρ is density, Ru is the gas constant, M is the molecular mass and T is

temperature.

2. Compressible vs. incompressible flow

All fluids are compressible to some extent that is changes in pressure or temperature will result

in changes in density. However, in many situations the changes in pressure and temperature are

sufficiently small that the changes in density are negligible. In this case the flow can be modeled

as an incompressible flow. Otherwise the more general compressible flow equations must be

used.

Mathematically, incompressibility is expressed by saying that the density ρ of a fluid parcel does

not change as it moves in the flow field, i.e.,

where D / Dt is the substantial derivative, which is the sum of local and convective derivatives.

This additional constraint simplifies the governing equations, especially in the case when the

fluid has a uniform density.

For flow of gases, to determine whether to use compressible or incompressible fluid dynamics,

the Mach number of the flow is to be evaluated. As a rough guide, compressible effects can be
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ignored at Mach numbers below approximately 0.3. For liquids, whether the incompressible

assumption is valid depends on the fluid properties (specifically the critical pressure and

temperature of the fluid) and the flow conditions (how close to the critical pressure the actual

flow pressure becomes). Acoustic problems always require allowing compressibility, since sound

waves are compression waves involving changes in pressure and density of the medium through

which they propagate.

3. Viscous vs. inviscid flow

Viscous problems are those in which fluid friction has significant effects on the fluid motion.

The Reynolds number can be used to evaluate whether viscous or inviscid equations are

appropriate to the problem.

Stokes flow is flow at very low Reynolds numbers, such that inertial forces can be neglected

compared to viscous forces.

On the contrary, high Reynolds numbers indicate that the inertial forces are more significant than

the viscous (friction) forces. Therefore, we may assume the flow to be an inviscid flow, an

approximation in which we neglect viscosity at all, compared to inertial terms.

This idea can work fairly well when the Reynolds number is high. However, certain problems

such as those involving solid boundaries may require that the viscosity be included. Viscosity

often cannot be neglected near solid boundaries because the no-slip condition can generate a thin

region of large strain rate (known as Boundary layer) which enhances the effect of even a small

amount of viscosity, and thus generating vorticity. Therefore, to calculate net forces on bodies

(such as wings) we should use viscous flow equations. As illustrated by d'Alembert's paradox, a

body in an inviscid fluid will experience no drag force. The standard equations of inviscid flow

are the Euler equations. Another often used model, especially in computational fluid dynamics, is

to use the Euler equations away from the body and the boundary layer equations, which

incorporates viscosity, in a region close to the body.

The Euler equations can be integrated along a streamline to get Bernoulli's equation. When the

flow is everywhere irrotational and inviscid, Bernoulli's equation can be used throughout the

flow field. Such flows are called potential flows.
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4. Steady vs unsteady flow

When all the time derivatives of a flow field vanish, the flow is considered to be a steady flow.

Otherwise, it is called unsteady. Whether a particular flow is steady or unsteady, can depend on

the chosen frame of reference. For instance, laminar flow over a sphere is steady in the frame of

reference that is stationary with respect to the sphere. In a frame of reference that is stationary

than the governing equations of the same problem without taking advantage of the steadiness of

the flow field.

Although strictly unsteady flows, time-periodic problems can often be solved by the same

techniques as steady flows. For this reason, they can be considered to be somewhere between

steady and unsteady.

5. Laminar vs turbulent flow

Turbulence is flow dominated by recirculation, eddies, and apparent randomness. Flow in which

turbulence is not exhibited is called laminar. It should be noted, however, that the presence of

eddies or recirculation does not necessarily indicate turbulent flow--these phenomena may be

present in laminar flow as well. Mathematically, turbulent flow is often represented via Reynolds

decomposition, in which the flow is broken down into the sum of a steady component and a

perturbation component.

It is believed that turbulent flows obey the Navier-Stokes equations. Direct numerical simulation

(DNS), based on the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, makes it possible to simulate

turbulent flows with moderate Reynolds numbers (restrictions depend on the power of computer

and efficiency of solution algorithm). The results of DNS agree with the experimental data.

Most flows of interest have Reynolds numbers too high for DNS to be a viable option, given the

state of computational power for the next few decades. Any flight vehicle large enough to carry a

human (L > 3 m), moving faster than 72 km/h (20 m/s) is well beyond the limit of DNS

simulation (Re = 4 million). Transport aircraft wings have Reynolds numbers of 40 million

(based on the wing chord). In order to solve these real life flow problems, turbulence models will

be a necessity for the foreseeable future. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS)

combined with turbulence modeling provides a model of the effects of the turbulent flow, mainly

the additional momentum transfer provided by the Reynolds stresses, although the turbulence
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also enhances the heat and mass transfer. Large eddy simulation (LES) also holds promise as a

simulation methodology, especially in the guise of detached eddy simulation (DES), which is a

combination of turbulence modeling and large eddy simulation.

6. Newtonian vs. non-Newtonian fluids

Sir Isaac Newton showed how stress and the rate of strain are very close to linearly related for

many familiar fluids, such as water and air. These Newtonian fluids are modeled by a coefficient

called viscosity, which depends on the specific fluid.

However, some of the other materials, such as emulsions and slurries and some visco-elastic

materials (eg. blood, some polymers), have more complicated non-Newtonian stress-strain

behaviors. These materials include sticky liquids such as latex, honey, and lubricants which are

studied in the sub-discipline of rheology.

Subsonic vs. transonic, supersonic and hypersonic flows

While many terrestrial flows (e.g. flow of water through a pipe) occur at low mach numbers,

many flows of practical interest (e.g. in aerodynamics) occur at high fractions of the Mach

Number M=1 or in excess of it (supersonic flows). New phenomena occur at these Mach number

regimes (e.g. shock waves for supersonic flow, transonic instability in a regime of flows with M

nearly equal to 1, non-equilibrium chemical behavior due to ionization in hypersonic flows) and

it is necessary to treat each of these flow regimes separately.

7. Non-relativistic vs. relativistic flows

Classical fluid dynamics is derived based on Newtonian mechanics, which is adequate for most

applications. However, at speeds comparable to the speed of light, c, Newtonian mechanics is

inaccurate and a relativistic framework has to be used instead.
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Topic : Combustion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Combustion

 Learn about Chemical Equation

 Learn the concept of Liquid fuels

 Learn the concept of Reaction mechanism

Definition/Overview:

Combustion: Combustion or burning is a complex sequence of exothermic chemical reactions

between a fuel (usually a hydrocarbon) and an oxidant accompanied by the production of heat or

both heat and light in the form of either a glow or flames, appearance of light flickering.

Direct combustion by atmospheric oxygen is a reaction mediated by radical intermediates. The

conditions for radical production are naturally produced by thermal runaway, where the heat

generated by combustion is necessary to maintain the high temperature necessary for radical

production.

In a complete combustion reaction, a compound reacts with an oxidizing element, such as

oxygen or fluorine, and the products are compounds of each element in the fuel with the

oxidizing element. For example:

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

CH2S + 6F2 → CF4 + 2HF + SF6

A simpler example can be seen in the combustion of hydrogen and oxygen, which is a commonly

used reaction in rocket engines:

2H2 + O2 → 2H2O(g) + heat
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The result is water vapor.

In the large majority of the real world uses of combustion, the oxygen (O2) oxidant is obtained

from the ambient air and the resultant flue gas from the combustion will contain nitrogen:

CH4 + 2O2 + 7.52N2 → CO2 + 2H2O + 7.52N2 + heat

As can be seen, when air is the source of the oxygen, nitrogen is by far the largest part of the

resultant flue gas.

In reality, combustion processes are never perfect or complete. In flue gases from combustion of

carbon (as in coal combustion) or carbon compounds (as in combustion of hydrocarbons, wood

etc.) both unburned carbon (as soot) and carbon compounds (CO and others) will be present.

Also, when air is the oxidant, some nitrogen can be oxidized to various nitrogen oxides (NOx).

Key Points:

1. Rapid combustion

Rapid combustion is a form of combustion in which large amounts of heat and light energy are

released, which often results in a fire. This is used in a form of machinery such as internal

combustion engines and in thermobaric weapons. Sometimes, a large volume of gas is liberated

in combustion besides the production of heat and light. The sudden evolution of large quantities

of gas creates excessive pressure that produces a loud noise. Such combustion is known as an

explosion.

2. Slow combustion

Slow combustion is a form of combustion which takes place at low temperatures. Cellular

respiration is an example of slow combustion.

3. Complete combustion

In complete combustion, the reactant will burn in oxygen, producing a limited number of

products. When a hydrocarbon burns in oxygen, the reaction will only yield carbon dioxide and
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water. When a hydrocarbon or any fuel burns in air, the combustion products will also include

nitrogen. When elements such as carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and iron are burned, they will yield the

most common oxides. Carbon will yield carbon dioxide. Nitrogen will yield nitrogen dioxide.

Sulfur will yield sulfur dioxide. Iron will yield iron(III) oxide. It should be noted that complete

combustion is almost impossible to achieve. In reality, as actual combustion reactions come to

equilibrium, a wide variety of major and minor species will be present. For example, the

combustion of methane in air will yield, in addition to the major products of carbon dioxide and

water, the minor product carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, which are products of a side

reaction (oxidation of nitrogen).

4. Turbulent combustion

Turbulent combustion is a combustion characterized by turbulent flows. It is the most used for

industrial application (e.g. gas turbines, gasoline engines, etc.) because the turbulence helps the

mixing process between the fuel and oxidizer.

5. Microgravity combustion

Nearly every flame behaves differently in a microgravity environment; for example, a candle's

flame takes the shape of a sphere. Microgravity combustion research contributes to

understanding of spacecraft fire safety and diverse aspects of combustion physics.

6. Incomplete combustion

Incomplete combustion occurs when there isn't enough oxygen to allow the fuel (usually a

hydrocarbon) to react completely with the oxygen to produce carbon dioxide and water, also

when the combustion is quenched by a heat sink such as a solid surface or flame trap. When a

hydrocarbon burns in air, the reaction will yield carbon dioxide, water, carbon monoxide, pure

carbon (soot or ash) and various other compounds such as nitrogen oxides.

The quality of combustion can be improved by design of combustion devices, such as burners

and internal combustion engines. Further improvements are achievable by catalytic after-burning

devices (such as catalytic converters) or by the simple partial return of the exhaust gases into the

combustion process. Such devices are required by environmental legislation for cars in most
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countries, and may be necessary in large combustion devices, such as thermal power plants, to

reach legal emission standards.

The degree of combustion can be measured and analyzed, with test equipment. HVAC

contractors, firemen and engineers use combustion analyzers to test the efficiency of a burner

during the combustion process. In addition, the efficiency of an internal combustion engine can

be measured in this way, and some states and local municipalities are using combustion analysis

to define and rate the efficiency of vehicles on the road today.

7. Chemical Equation

Generally, the chemical equation for stoichiometric burning of hydrocarbon in oxygen is as

follows:

For example, the burning of propane is:

The incomplete combustion of propane is:

The simple word equation for the combustion of a hydrocarbon in oxygen is:

If the combustion takes place using air as the oxygen source, the nitrogen can be added to the

equation, although it does not react, to show the composition of the flue gas:

For example, the burning of propane is:

The simple word equation for the combustion of a hydrocarbon in air is:

Nitrogen may also oxidize when there is an excess of oxygen. The reaction is thermodynamically

favored only at high temperatures. Diesel engines are run with an excess of oxygen to combust

small particles that tend to form with only a stoichiometric amount of oxygen, necessarily
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producing nitrogen oxide emissions. Both the United States and European Union are planning to

impose limits to nitrogen oxide emissions, which necessitate the use of a special catalytic

converter or treatment of the exhaust with urea.

Fuels

8. Liquid fuels

Combustion of a liquid fuel in an oxidizing atmosphere actually happens in the gas phase. It is

the vapour that burns, not the liquid. Therefore, a liquid will normally catch fire only above a

certain temperature: its flash point. The flash point of a liquid fuel is the lowest temperature at

which it can form an ignitable mix with air. It is also the minimum temperature at which there is

enough evaporated fuel in the air to start combustion.

9. Solid fuels

The act of combustion consists of three relatively distinct but overlapping phases:

Preheating phase, when the unburned fuel is heated up to its flash point and then fire point.

Flammable gases start being evolved in a process similar to dry distillation.

Distillation phase or gaseous phase, when the mix of evolved flammable gases with oxygen is

ignited. Energy is produced in the form of heat and light. Flames are often visible. Heat transfer

from the combustion to the solid maintains the evolution of flammable vapors.

Charcoal phase or solid phase, when the output of flammable gases from the material is too low

for persistent presence of flame and the charred fuel does not burn rapidly anymore but just

glows and later only smoulders.

10. Reaction mechanism

Combustion in oxygen is a radical chain reaction where many distinct radical intermediates

participate.

The high energy required for initiation is explained by the unusual structure of the dioxygen

molecule. The lowest-energy configuration of the dioxygen molecule is a stable, relatively

unreactive diradical in a triplet spin state. Bonding can be described with three bonding electron

pairs and two antibonding electrons, whose spins are aligned, such that the molecule has nonzero

total angular momentum. Most fuels, on the other hand, are in a singlet state, with paired spins
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and zero total angular momentum. Interaction between the two is quantum mechanically a

"forbidden transition", i.e. possible with a very low probability. To initiate combustion, energy is

required to force dioxygen into a spin-paired state, or singlet oxygen. This intermediate is

extremely reactive. The energy is supplied as heat. The reaction produces heat, which keeps it

going.

Combustion of hydrocarbons is thought to be initiated by the abstraction of a hydride radical (H)

from the fuel to oxygen, to give a hydroperoxide radical (HOO). This reacts further to give

hydroperoxides, which break up to give hydroxyl radicals. There are a great variety of these

processes that produce fuel radicals and oxidizing radicals. Oxidizing species include singlet

oxygen, hydroperoxide, hydroxyl, monatomic oxygen, and hydroperoxyl (OH2). Such

intermediates are short-lived and cannot be isolated. However, non-radical intermediates are

stable and are produced in incomplete combustion. An example is acetaldehyde produced in the

combustion of ethanol. An intermediate in the combustion of carbon and hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, is of special importance because it is a poisonous gas.

Solid fuels also undergo a great number of pyrolysis reactions that give more easily oxidized,

gaseous fuels. These reactions are endothermic and require constant energy input from the

combustion reactions. A lack of oxygen or other poorly designed conditions result in these

noxious and carcinogenic pyrolysis products being emitted as thick, black smoke.

11. Temperature

Assuming perfect combustion conditions, such as complete combustion under adiabatic

conditions (i.e., no heat loss or gain), the adiabatic combustion temperature can be determined.

The formula that yields this temperature is based on the first law of thermodynamics and takes

note of the fact that the heat of combustion is used entirely for heating the fuel, the combustion

air or oxygen, and the combustion product gases (commonly referred to as the flue gas).

In the case of fossil fuels burnt in air, the combustion temperature depends on all of the

following:

 the heating value;

 the stoichiometric air to fuel ratio λ;

 the specific heat capacity of fuel and air;
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 the air and fuel inlet temperatures.

The adiabatic combustion temperature (also known as the adiabatic flame temperature) increases

for higher heating values and inlet air and fuel temperatures and for stoichiometric air ratios

approaching one.

Most commonly, the adiabatic combustion temperatures for coals are around 2200 C (for inlet air

and fuel at ambient temperatures and for λ = 1.0), around 2150 C for oil and 2000 C for natural

gas.

In industrial fired heaters, power plant steam generators, and large gas-fired turbines, the more

common way of expressing the usage of more than the stoichiometric combustion air is percent

excess combustion air. For example, excess combustion air of 15 percent means that 15 percent

more than the required stoichiometric air is being used.

12. Instabilities

Combustion instabilities are typically violent pressure oscillations in a combustion chamber.

These pressure oscillations can be as high as 180dB, and long term exposure to these cyclic

pressure and thermal loads reduces the life of engine components. In rockets, such as the F1 used

in the Saturn V program, instabilities led to massive damage of the combustion chamber and

surrounding components. This problem was solved by re-designing the fuel injector. In liquid jet

engines the droplet size and distribution can be used to attenuate the instabilities. Combustion

instabilities are a major concern in ground-based gas turbine engines because of NOx emissions.

The tendency is to run lean, an equivalence ratio less than 1, to reduce the combustion

temperature and thus reduce the NOx emissions; however, running the combustion lean makes it

very susceptible to combustion instabilities.

The Rayleigh Criterion is the basis for analysis of thermoacoustic combustion instabilities and is

evaluated using the Rayleigh Index over one cycle of instability:

where q' is the heat release rate and p' is the pressure fluctuation.When the heat release

oscillations are in phase with the pressure oscillations, the Rayleigh Index is positive and the

magnitude of the thermo acoustic instability increases. On the other hand, if the Rayleigh Index

is negative, then thermoacoustic damping occurs. The Rayleigh Criterion implies that a
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thermoacoustic instability can be optimally controlled by having heat release oscillations 180

degrees out of phase with pressure oscillations at the same frequency. This minimizes the

Rayleigh Index

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Exhaust Flow

Emissions And Air Pollution

Topic : Exhaust Flow

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Exhaust Flow

 Learn about Motorcycles Exhaust System

 Learn about Trucks Exhaust System

 Learn about Two-stroke engines Exhaust System

 Learn about Ship's or large boat's onboard engine Exhaust System

 Learn about Header-back

Definition/Overview:

Exhaust System: An exhaust system is usually tubing used to guide waste exhaust gases away

from a controlled combustion inside an engine or stove. The entire system conveys burnt gases

from the engine and includes one or more exhaust pipes. Depending on the overall system
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design, the exhaust gas may flow through one or more of Cylinder head and exhaust manifold, A

turbocharger to increase engine power, A catalytic converter to reduce air pollution, A muffler

(North America) / silencer (Europe), to reduce noise. An exhaust pipe must be carefully designed

to carry toxic and/or noxious gases away from the users of the machine. Indoor generators and

furnaces can quickly fill an enclosed space with carbon monoxide or other poisonous exhaust

gases if they are not properly vented to the outdoors. Also, the gases from most types of machine

are very hot; the pipe must be heat-resistant, and it must not pass through or near anything which

can burn or can be damaged by heat. A chimney serves as an exhaust pipe in a stationary

structure.

Key Points:

1. Motorcycles Exhaust System

In most motorcycles all or most of the exhaust system is visible and may be chrome plated as a

display feature. Aftermarket exhausts may be made from steel, aluminium, titanium, carbon fibre

or kevlar. Motorcycle exhausts come in many different varieties depending on the type of engine

and its intended use. A twin cylinder may flow its exhaust into separate exhaust sections, such as

seen in the Kawasaki EX250 (also known as the Ninja 250 in the US or the GPX 250).

Alternatively they may flow into a single exhaust section known as a two-into-one (2-1). Larger

engines that come with 4 cylinders, such as Japanese supersport or superbikes (such the

Kawasaki ZX series, Honda's CBR series, Yamaha's YZF series, also known as R6 and R1, and

Suzuki's GSX-R series) often come with a twin exhaust system. A "full system" may be

purchased as an aftermarket accessory, also called a 4-2-1 or 4-1, depending on its layout. In

times past, these bike would come standard with a single exhaust, as seen on the Kawasaki ZX-

6R 2000 and 2001 models. However, EU noise and pollution regulations have generally stopped

this practice, forcing companies to use other methods to increase performance of the motorcycle.

This has often lead to a decrease in fuel economy (because of increased weight of the exhaust
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system and manufacturers forcing more fuel into the engine to gain extra power, even though the

exhaust emissions are cleaner.

2. Trucks Exhaust System

In many trucks / lorries all or most of the exhaust system is visible. Often in such trucks the

silencer is surrounded by a perforated metal sheath to avoid people getting burnt touching the hot

silencer. This sheath may be chrome plated as a display feature. Part of the pipe between the

engine and the silencer is often flexible metal industrial ducting, as in the image in the section

"Terminology". Sometimes a large diesel exhaust pipe is vertical, to blow the hot noxious gas

well away from people; in such cases the end of the exhaust pipe often has a hinged metal flap to

stop debris and birds and rainwater from falling inside. Sometimes these exhaust pipes have

some flex connector attached with it. This helps in minimising the vibration from the engine to

be transferred into the exhaust system.

3. Two-stroke engines Exhaust System

In a two-stroke engine, such as that used on dirt bikes, a bulge in the exhaust pipe known as an

expansion chamber uses the pressure of the exhaust to create a pump that squeezes more air and

fuel into the cylinder during the intake stroke. This provides greater power and fuel efficiency.

4. Ship's or large boat's onboard engine Exhaust System

With a ship's or large boat's onboard below-decks diesel engine:-

 Lagging the exhaust pipe stops it from overheating the engine room where people must

work to service the engine.

 Feeding water into the exhaust pipe cools the exhaust gas and thus lessens the back-

pressure at the engine's cylinders' exhaust ports and thus helps the cylinders to empty

quicker.
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5. Outboard motors Exhaust System

In outboard motors the exhaust system is usually a vertical passage through the engine structure

and to reduce out-of-water noise blows out underwater, sometimes through the middle of the

propeller.

6. Manifold or header

In most production engines, the manifold is an assembly designed to collect the exhaust gas from

two or more cylinders into one pipe. Manifolds are often made of cast iron in stock production

cars, and may have material-saving design features such as to use the least metal, to occupy the

least space necessary, or have the lowest production cost. These design restrictions often result in

a design that is cost effective but that does not do the most efficient job of venting the gases from

the engine. Inefficiencies generally occur due to the nature of the combustion engine and its

cylinders. Since cylinders fire at different times, exhaust leaves them at different times, and

pressure waves from gas emerging from one cylinder might not be completely vacated through

the exhaust system when another comes. This creates a back pressure and restriction in the

engine's exhaust system that can restrict the engine's true performance possibilities.

A header (sometimes called extractor in Australia) is a manifold specifically designed for

performance. During design, engineers create a manifold without regard to weight or cost but

instead for optimal flow of the exhaust gases. This design results in a header that is more

efficient at scavenging the exhaust from the cylinders. Headers are generally circular steel tubing

with bends and folds calculated to make the paths from each cylinder's exhaust port to the

common outlet all equal length, and joined at narrow angles to encourage pressure waves to flow

through the outlet, and not back towards other cylinders. In a set of tuned headers the pipe

lengths are carefully calculated to enhance exhaust flow in a particular engine revolutions per

minute range.
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Headers are generally made by aftermarket automotive companies, but sometimes can be bought

from the high-performance parts department at car dealerships. Generally, most car performance

enthusiasts buy aftermarket headers made by companies solely focused on producing reliable,

cost-effective well-designed headers specifically for their car. Headers can also be custom

designed by a custom shop. Due to the advanced materials that some aftermarket headers are

made of, this can be expensive. Luckily, an exhaust system can be custom built for any car, and

generally is not specific to the car's motor or design except for needing to properly connect

solidly to the engine. This is usually accomplished by correct sizing in the design stage, and

selecting a proper gasket type and size for the engine.

7. Header-back

Header-back (or header back) is to the part of the exhaust system from the outlet of the header to

the final vent to open air everything from the header back. Header-back systems are generally

produced as aftermarket performance systems for cars without turbochargers.

8. Turbo-back

Turbo-back (or turbo back) is to the part of the exhaust system from the outlet of a turbocharger

to the final vent to open air. Turbo-back systems are generally produced as aftermarket

performance systems for cars with turbochargers. Some turbo-back (and header-back) systems

replace stock catalytic converters with others having less flow restriction.

9. With or without catalytic converter

Some systems (including in former time all systems) (sometimes nowadays called cat-less or no

kitty) eliminate the catalytic converter, which may or may not be legal depending on place and

whether the car will be driven on public roads.

10. Cat-back

Cat-back (also cat back and cat-back) refers to the portion of the exhaust system from the outlet

of the catalytic converter to the final vent to open air. This generally includes the pipe from the

converter to the muffler, the muffler, and the final length of pipe to open air.
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Cat-back exhaust systems are a very popular aftermarket performance enhancement. They

generally use larger diameter pipe than the stock system. Good systems will have mandrel-bent

turns that allow the exhaust gas to exit with as little back pressure as possible. The mufflers

included in these kits are often glass-packs, again to reduce back pressure. If the system is

engineered more for show than functionality, it may be tuned to enhance the lower sounds that

are lacking from high-RPM low-displacement engines.

11. Tailpipe and tip

With trucks, sometimes the silencer is crossways under the front of the cab and its tailpipe blows

sideways to the offside (right in UK, left in USA looking from the back of the car). The side of a

passenger car on which the exhaust exits beneath the rear bumper usually indicates the market

for which the vehicle was designed, i.e. Japanese (and some older British) vehicles have exhausts

on the right so they are furthest from the curb in countries which drive on the left, while

European vehicles have exhausts on the left. The petrol filler flap is normally on the opposite

side to the exhaust tailpipe for reasons of packaging (keeping the filler pipe away from the hot

exhaust) but also to position it closest to the curb.

The end of the final length of exhaust pipe where it vents to open air, generally the only visible

part, often ends with just a straight or angled cut, but may include a fancy tip. The tip is usually

chromed, and is often of larger pipe than the rest of the exhaust system. This produces a final

reduction in pressure, as well as prevents rusting of the tips, and can be used to enhance the

appearance of the car. These are the least expensive parts of the system.

In the late 1950s in the United States manufacturers had a fashion in car styling to form the rear

bumper with a hole at each end through which the exhaust would pass. Two outlets symbolized

V-8 power, and only the most expensive cars (Cadillac, Lincoln, Imperial, Packard) were fitted

with this design. One justification for this was that luxury cars in those days had such a long rear

overhang that the exhaust pipe scraped the ground when the car traversed ramps. The fashion

disappeared after customers noted that the rear end of the car, being a low-pressure area,

collected soot from the exhaust and its acidic content ate into the chrome-plated rear bumper.
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When a bus, truck or tractor or excavator has a vertical exhaust pipe (called stacks or pipes

behind the cab), sometimes the end is curved, or has a hinged cover flap which the gas flow

blows out of the way, to try to prevent foreign objects (including droppings from a bird perching

on the exhaust pipe when the vehicle is not being used) getting inside the exhaust pipe.

In some trucks, when the silencer is front-to-back under the chassis, the end of the tailpipe turns

90 and blows downwards. That avoids anyone working by the truck when stationary from getting

a directed blast of the exhaust gas, but often raises dust when the truck is driving on a dry dusty

unmade surface such as on a building site.

12. Lake pipes

Also known as side pipes, lake pipes are exhaust pipes, normally brightly chromed, which exit

the front wheel-arch of a car and then pass down the sill/rocker panel, finally opening sideways

in front of the rear wheel. They are sometimes seen on custom cars and hot rods. Cars in series-

production which are equipped with side-pipes include the Dodge Viper and the Mercedes SLR

McLaren, last one having side-pipes which end behind the front-wheels.

Topic : Emissions And Air Pollution

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Emissions and Air Pollution

 Learn about Pollutants

 Learn about the Emission factors
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Definition/Overview:

Air Pollution: Air pollution is the introduction of chemicals, particulate matter, or biological

materials that cause harm or discomfort to humans or other living organisms, or damages the

natural environment, into the atmosphere. The atmosphere is a complex, dynamic natural

gaseous system that is essential to support life on planet Earth. Stratospheric ozone depletion due

to air pollution has long been recognized as a threat to human health as well as to the Earth's

ecosystems.

Key Points:

1. Pollutants

An air pollutant is known as a substance in the air that can cause harm to humans and the

environment. Pollutants can be in the form of solid particles, liquid droplets, or gases. In

addition, they may be natural or man-made.

Pollutants can be classified as either primary or secondary. Usually, primary pollutants are

substances directly emitted from a process, such as ash from a volcanic eruption, the carbon

monoxide gas from a motor vehicle exhaust or sulfur dioxide released from factories.

Secondary pollutants are not emitted directly. Rather, they form in the air when primary

pollutants react or interact. An important example of a secondary pollutant is ground level ozone

- one of the many secondary pollutants that make up photochemical smog.

Note that some pollutants may be both primary and secondary: that is, they are both emitted

directly and formed from other primary pollutants.

About 4 percent of deaths in the United States can be attributed to air pollution, according to the

Environmental Science Engineering Program at the Harvard School of Public Health.

Major primary pollutants produced by human activity include:

 Sulfur oxides (SOx) - especially sulfur dioxide, a chemical compound with the formula

SO2. SO2 is produced by volcanoes and in various industrial processes. Since coal and
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petroleum often contain sulfur compounds, their combustion generates sulfur dioxide.

Further oxidation of SO2, usually in the presence of a catalyst such as NO2, forms

H2SO4, and thus acid rain.This is one of the causes for concern over the environmental

impact of the use of these fuels as power sources.

 Nitrogen oxides (NOx) - especially nitrogen dioxide are emitted from high temperature

combustion. Can be seen as the brown haze dome above or plume downwind of

cities.Nitrogen dioxide is the chemical compound with the formula NO2. It is one of the

several nitrogen oxides. This reddish-brown toxic gas has a characteristic sharp, biting

odor. NO2 is one of the most prominent air pollutants.

 Carbon monoxide - is a colourless, odourless, non-irritating but very poisonous gas. It is

a product by incomplete combustion of fuel such as natural gas, coal or wood. Vehicular

exhaust is a major source of carbon monoxide.

 Carbon dioxide (CO2) - a greenhouse gas emitted from combustion but is also a gas vital

to living organisms. It is a natural gas in the atmosphere.

 Volatile organic compounds - VOCs are an important outdoor air pollutant. In this field

they are often divided into the separate categories of methane (CH4) and non-methane

(NMVOCs). Methane is an extremely efficient greenhouse gas which contributes to

enhance global warming. Other hydrocarbon VOCs are also significant greenhouse gases

via their role in creating ozone and in prolonging the life of methane in the atmosphere,

although the effect varies depending on local air quality. Within the NMVOCs, the

aromatic compounds benzene, toluene and xylene are suspected carcinogens and may

lead to leukemia through prolonged exposure. 1,3-butadiene is another dangerous

compound which is often associated with industrial uses.

 Particulate matter - Particulates, alternatively referred to as particulate matter (PM) or

fine particles, are tiny particles of solid or liquid suspended in a gas. In contrast, aerosol

refers to particles and the gas together. Sources of particulate matter can be man made or

natural. Some particulates occur naturally, originating from volcanoes, dust storms, forest

and grassland fires, living vegetation, and sea spray. Human activities, such as the

burning of fossil fuels in vehicles, power plants and various industrial processes also

generate significant amounts of aerosols. Averaged over the globe, anthropogenic

aerosolsthose made by human activitiescurrently account for about 10 percent of the total
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amount of aerosols in our atmosphere. Increased levels of fine particles in the air are

linked to health hazards such as heart disease, altered lung function and lung cancer.

 Toxic metals, such as lead, cadmium and copper.

 Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) - harmful to the ozone layer emitted from products currently

banned from use.

 Ammonia (NH3) - emitted from agricultural processes. Ammonia is a compound with the

formula NH3. It is normally encountered as a gas with a characteristic pungent odor.

Ammonia contributes significantly to the nutritional needs of terrestrial organisms by

serving as a precursor to foodstuffs and fertilizers. Ammonia, either directly or indirectly,

is also a building block for the synthesis of many pharmaceuticals. Although in wide use,

ammonia is both caustic and hazardous.

 Odors - such as from garbage, sewage, and industrial processes

 Radioactive pollutants - produced by nuclear explosions, war explosives, and natural

processes such as the radioactive decay of radon.

 Secondary pollutants include:

 Particulate matter formed from gaseous primary pollutants and compounds in

photochemical smog .Smog is a kind of air pollution; the word "smog" is a portmanteau

of smoke and fog. Classic smog results from large amounts of coal burning in an area

caused by a mixture of smoke and sulfur dioxide. Modern smog does not usually come

from coal but from vehicular and industrial emissions that are acted on in the atmosphere

by sunlight to form secondary pollutants that also combine with the primary emissions to

form photochemical smog.

 Ground level ozone (O3) formed from NOx and VOCs. Ozone (O3) is a key constituent

of the troposphere (it is also an important constituent of certain regions of the

stratosphere commonly known as the Ozone layer). Photochemical and chemical

reactions involving it drive many of the chemical processes that occur in the atmosphere

by day and by night. At abnormally high concentrations brought about by human

activities (largely the combustion of fossil fuel), it is a pollutant, and a constituent of

smog.

 Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) - similarly formed from NOx and VOCs.
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Minor air pollutants include:

 A large number of minor hazardous air pollutants. Some of these are regulated in USA

under the Clean Air Act and in Europe under the Air Framework Directive.

 A variety of persistent organic pollutants, which can attach to particulate matter.

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are organic compounds that are resistant to environmental

degradation through chemical, biological, and photolytic processes. Because of this, they have

been observed to persist in the environment, to be capable of long-range transport,

bioaccumulate in human and animal tissue, biomagnify in food chains, and to have potential

significant impacts on human health and the environment.

2. Emission factors

Air pollutant emission factors are representative values that attempt to relate the quantity of a

pollutant released to the ambient air with an activity associated with the release of that pollutant.

These factors are usually expressed as the weight of pollutant divided by a unit weight, volume,

distance, or duration of the activity emitting the pollutant (e.g., kilograms of particulate emitted

per mega-gram of coal burned). Such factors facilitate estimation of emissions from various

sources of air pollution. In most cases, these factors are simply averages of all available data of

acceptable quality, and are generally assumed to be representative of long-term averages.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency has published a compilation of air pollutant

emission factors for a multitude of industrial sources. The United Kingdom, Australia, Canada

and other countries have published similar compilations, as has the European Environment

Agency
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3. Indoor air quality (IAQ)

A lack of ventilation indoors concentrates air pollution where people often spend the majority of

their time. Radon (Rn) gas, a carcinogen, is exuded from the Earth in certain locations and

trapped inside houses. Building materials including carpeting and plywood emit formaldehyde

(H2CO) gas. Paint and solvents give off volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as they dry. Lead

paint can degenerate into dust and be inhaled. Intentional air pollution is introduced with the use

of air fresheners, incense, and other scented items. Controlled wood fires in stoves and fireplaces

can add significant amounts of smoke particulates into the air, inside and out. Indoor pollution

fatalities may be caused by using pesticides and other chemical sprays indoors without proper

ventilation.

Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning and fatalities are often caused by faulty vents and chimneys,

or by the burning of charcoal indoors. Chronic carbon monoxide poisoning can result even from

poorly adjusted pilot lights. Traps are built into all domestic plumbing to keep sewer gas,

hydrogen sulfide, out of interiors. Clothing emits tetrachloroethylene, or other dry cleaning

fluids, for days after dry cleaning.

Though its use has now been banned in many countries, the extensive use of asbestos in

industrial and domestic environments in the past has left a potentially very dangerous material in

many localities. Asbestosis is a chronic inflammatory medical condition affecting the tissue of

the lungs. It occurs after long-term, heavy exposure to asbestos from asbestos-containing

materials in structures. Sufferers have severe dyspnea (shortness of breath) and are at an

increased risk regarding several different types of lung cancer. As clear explanations are not

always stressed in non-technical literature, care should be taken to distinguish between several

forms of relevant diseases. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), these may

defined as; asbestosis, lung cancer, and mesothelioma (generally a very rare form of cancer,

when more widespread it is almost always associated with prolonged exposure to asbestos).

Biological sources of air pollution are also found indoors, as gases and airborne particulates. Pets

produce dander, people produce dust from minute skin flakes and decomposed hair, dust mites in

bedding, carpeting and furniture produce enzymes and micrometre-sized fecal droppings,
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inhabitants emit methane, mold forms in walls and generates mycotoxins and spores, air

conditioning systems can incubate Legionnaires' disease and mold, and houseplants, soil and

surrounding gardens can produce pollen, dust, and mold. Indoors, the lack of air circulation

allows these airborne pollutants to accumulate more than they would otherwise occur in nature.

4. Health effects

The World Health Organization states that 2.4 million people die each year from causes directly

attributable to air pollution, with 1.5 million of these deaths attributable to indoor air pollution.

"Epidemiological studies suggest that more than 500,000 Americans die each year from

cardiopulmonary disease linked to breathing fine particle air pollution. . ." A study by the

University of Birmingham has shown a strong correlation between pneumonia related deaths and

air pollution from motor vehicles. Worldwide more deaths per year are linked to air pollution

than to automobile accidents. Published in 2005 suggests that 310,000 Europeans die from air

pollution annually. Direct causes of air pollution related deaths include aggravated asthma,

bronchitis, emphysema, lung and heart diseases, and respiratory allergies. The US EPA estimates

that a proposed set of changes in diesel engine technology (Tier 2) could result in 12,000 less

premature mortality, 15,000 fewer heart attacks, 6,000 fewer emergency room visits by children

with asthma, and 8,900 fewer respiratory-related hospital admissions each year in the United

States.

The worst short term civilian pollution crisis in India was the 1984 Bhopal Disaster. Leaked

industrial vapors from the Union Carbide factory, belonging to Union Carbide, Inc., U.S.A.,

killed more than 2,000 people outright and injured anywhere from 150,000 to 600,000 others,

some 6,000 of whom would later die from their injuries. The United Kingdom suffered its worst

air pollution event when the December 4 Great Smog of 1952 formed over London. In six days

more than 4,000 died, and 8,000 more died within the following months. An accidental leak of

anthrax spores from a biological warfare laboratory in the former USSR in 1979 near Sverdlovsk

is believed to have been the cause of hundreds of civilian deaths. The worst single incident of air
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pollution to occur in the United States of America occurred in Donora, Pennsylvania in late

October, 1948, when 20 people died and over 7,000 were injured.

The health effects caused by air pollutants may range from subtle biochemical and physiological

changes to difficulty in breathing, wheezing, coughing and aggravation of existing respiratory

and cardiac conditions. These effects can result in increased medication use, increased doctor or

emergency room visits, more hospital admissions and premature death. The human health effects

of poor air quality are far reaching, but principally affect the body's respiratory system and the

cardiovascular system. Individual reactions to air pollutants depend on the type of pollutant a

person is exposed to, the degree of exposure, the individual's health status and genetics.

A new economic study of the health impacts and associated costs of air pollution in the Los

Angeles Basin and San Joaquin Valley of Southern California shows that more than 3800 people

die prematurely (approximately 14 years earlier than normal) each year because air pollution

levels violate federal standards. The number of annual premature deaths is considerably higher

than the fatalities related to auto collisions in the same area, which average fewer than 2,000 per

year .

5. Effects on cystic fibrosis

A study from 1999 to 2000 by the University of Washington showed that patients near and

around particulate matter air pollution had an increased risk of pulmonary exacerbations and

decrease in lung function. Patients were examined before the study for amounts of specific

pollutants like Pseudomonas aeruginosa or Burkholderia cenocepacia as well as their

socioeconomic standing. Participants involved in the study were located in the United States in

close proximity to an Environmental Protection Agency. During the time of the study 117 deaths

were associated with air pollution. A trend was noticed that patients living closer or in large

metropolitan areas to be close to medical help also had higher level of pollutants found in their

system because of more emissions in larger cities. With cystic fibrosis patients already being

born with decreased lung function everyday pollutants such as smoke emissions from
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automobiles, tobacco smoke and improper use of indoor heating devices could add to the

dissemination of lung function.

6. Effects on COPD

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) includes diseases such as chronic bronchitis,

emphysema, and some forms of asthma.

A study conducted in 1960-1961 in the wake of the Great Smog of 1952 compared 293 London

residents with 477 from towns reporting low death rates from chronic bronchitis (Gloucester,

Peterborough, and Norwich). All subjects were male postal workers aged 40 to 59. Compared to

the subjects from the outlying towns, the London subjects exhibited more severe respiratory

symptoms (including cough, phlegm, and dyspnea), reduced lung function (FEV1 and peak flow

rate), and increased sputum production and purulence. The differences were more pronounced

for subjects aged 50 to 59. The study controlled for age and smoking habits, and so concluded

that local air pollution was the most likely cause of the observed differences.

It is believed that much like cystic fibrosis, by living in a more urban environment serious health

hazards become more apparent. Studies have shown that in urban areas patients suffer mucus

hyper-secretion, lower levels of lung function, and more self diagnosis of chronic bronchitis and

emphysema

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Heat Transfer In Engines

Friction And Lubrication
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Topic : Heat Transfer In Engines

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Heat Transfer in Engines

 Learn why is heat transfer in engines important

 Learn about Heat Transfer Rates In Engines

 Learn about Cylinder Heat Transfer Processes

Definition/Overview:

The internal combustion engine is a rich source of examples of almost every conceivable type of

heat transfer. There are a wide range of temperatures and heat fluxes in the various components

of the internal combustion engine. Internal combustion engines come in many sizes, from small

model airplane engines with a 0.25 " (6 mm) bore and stroke to large stationary engines with a

12" (300 mm). About 25 % of the air/fuel mixture energy is converted to work, and the

remaining 75% must be transferred from the engine to the environment. The heat transfer paths

are many, and include many different modes of heat transfer. A heat engine is a physical or

theoretical device that converts thermal energy to mechanical output. The mechanical output is

called work, and the thermal energy input is called heat. Heat engines typically run on a specific

thermodynamic cycle. Heat engines can be open to the atmospheric air or sealed and closed off

to the outside (Open or closed cycle).

In engineering and thermodynamics, a heat engine performs the conversion of heat energy to

mechanical work by exploiting the temperature gradient between a hot "source" and a cold

"sink". Heat is transferred from the source, through the "working body" of the engine, to the
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sink, and in this process some of the heat is converted into work by exploiting the properties of a

working substance (usually a gas or liquid).

Key Points:

1. Overview

Heat engines are often confused with the cycles they attempt to mimic. Typically when

describing the physical device the term 'engine' is used. When describing the model the term

'cycle' is used.

In thermodynamics, heat engines are often modeled using a standard engineering model such as

the Otto cycle. The theoretical model can be refined and augmented with actual data from an

operating engine, using tools such as an indicator diagram. Since very few actual

implementations of heat engines exactly match their underlying thermodynamic cycles, one

could say that a thermodynamic cycle is an ideal case of a mechanical engine. In any case, fully

understanding an engine and its efficiency requires gaining a good understanding of the (possibly

simplified or idealized) theoretical model, the practical nuances of an actual mechanical engine,

and the discrepancies between the two.

In general terms, the larger the difference in temperature between the hot source and the cold

sink, the larger is the potential thermal efficiency of the cycle. On Earth, the cold side of any heat

engine is limited to close to the ambient temperature of the environment, or not much lower than

300 Kelvin, so most efforts to improve the thermodynamic efficiencies of various heat engines

focus on increasing the temperature of the source, within material limits. The maximum

theoretical efficiency of a heat engine (which no engine ever obtains) is equal to the temperature

difference between the hot and cold ends divided by the temperature at the hot end, all expressed

in absolute temperature or Kelvin.
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The efficiency of various heat engines proposed or used today ranges from 3 percent (97 percent

waste heat) for the OTEC ocean power proposal through 25 percent for most automotive

engines, to 45 percent for a supercritical coal plant, to about 60 percent for a steam-cooled

combined cycle gas turbine. All of these processes gain their efficiency (or lack thereof) due to

the temperature drop across them.

OTEC uses the temperature difference of ocean water on the surface and ocean water from the

depths, a small difference of perhaps 25 degrees Celsius, and so the efficiency must be low. The

combined cycle gas turbines use natural-gas fired burners to heat air to near 1530 degrees

Celsius, a difference of a large 1500 degrees Celsius, and so the efficiency can be large when the

steam-cooling cycle is added in.

2. Why is heat transfer in engines important?

There is a need to keep the temperatures of two critical areas below material design limits. These

areas are the piston crown and the exhaust valve.

Emission levels and octane requirements are a function of engine temperature.

3. Heat Transfer Rates In Engines

The majority of engines produced are automotive six cylinder engines, with about a 4" (100 mm)

piston diameter (bore) and 4" (100mm) piston stroke , producing about 100 hp (75 kW). Since

the heat transfer to the coolant and the heat convected from the exhaust are about equal to the

power produced, the heat transfer to the coolant and to the exhaust will also be about 75 kW.

For this typical automotive engine, the total cylinder volume or displacement is typically about

300 cubic inches (0.005 m3), and the total cylinder area is about 0.2 m3. Therefore the power
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density is about 75 kW/ 0.005 m3 or 15 MW/m3 of displacement. The heat transfer per unit

cylinder area will be 75kW/0.2 m3 or 375 kW/m3.

4. Engine Heat Transfer Correlation

For the overall average heat transfer from the gas to the cylinder coolant, convection type heat

transfer equations are used.

Where:

Q = overall heat transfer (W/m2)

A = reference cylinder area (m2)

Tgas = effective gas temperature, typically 800 C

Tcool = coolant temperature, typically 80 C

h = heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

The heat transfer coefficient depends on the engine geometry, such as the exposed cylinder area

and bore, and the piston speed. Due to the complex gas flow in the cylinder, it varies with

location in the cylinder and in time with changing piston position. The value of the heat transfer

coefficient is found from a Nusselt number - Reynolds number type correlation.

Nusselt # = a (Reynolds #)m
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Where:

b = cylinder characteristic length (m), usually chosen to be the cylinder bore.

k = gas thermal conductivity, (W/mK), typical value 0.06

 = gas kinematic viscosity, (m2/s), typical value 100 x 10-6

U = characteristic gas velocity (m/s)

The characteristic gas velocity U is typically the mean piston speed:

However, some correlations use the average intake velocity:

and other correlations require a characteristic combustion velocity. The coefficient a and

exponent m are found from engine experiments. There are three types of heat transfer

coefficients used in the computation of engines heat transfer.

The peak values of the instantaneous and local coefficients can be many times higher than the

averaged values.

A frequently used correlation for a space and time averaged heat transfer coefficient is that of C.

F. Taylor, which uses the mean piston speed for the characteristic velocity.

For a 1000 rpm engine with a 0.1m stroke, combustion gas temperature of 1000C, and coolant

temperature of 80 C
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Where:

b = 0.1 m

k = 0.06 W/mK

n = 100 x 10 -6 m2/s

the average heat transfer coefficient is

The average heat transfer per unit area from the cylinder to the coolant is

For a reference cylinder area of p b2/4, the average heat transfer is

5. Instantaneous Heat Transfer Coefficients

A correlation used to compute the space averaged instantaneous heat transfer coefficient

(Woschni, 1967 , "A universally applicable equation for the instantaneous heat transfer

coefficient in the internal combustion engine", SAE Paper 670931): is:

Nusselt # = 0.035 (Reynolds #)0.80
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Where:

b = cylinder characteristic length (m), usually chosen to be the cylinder bore.

k = gas thermal conductivity, (W/mK), typical value 0.06

n = gas kinematic viscosity, (m2/s), typical value 100 x 10-6

U = average gas velocity (m/s)

During intake, compression, and exhaust, the average gas velocity U is proportional to the mean

piston speed, Upiston.

For intake and exhaust, U = 6.18 Upiston

For compression, U = 2.28 Upiston

The instantaneous heat transfer coefficient during combustion depends on the gas speed and

cylinder pressure, which change significantly during the combustion process. During combustion

and expansion, the gas speed U (m/s) induced by combustion is given by the following equation:

Where To, Vo, and Po are reference intake cylinder temperature (K), volume (m3), and pressure

(Pa), V is the instantaneous cylinder volume (m3), and DPc is the instantaneous pressure rise due

to combustion relative to the unburned gas pressure at the same crankshaft angle. The unburned

gas cylinder pressure is determined from thermodynamic analysis. An example pressure

computation is given in the Cylinder Pressure page. For engines with significant swirl, the gas

velocities are higher.
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The gas properties in the correlation equation are evaluated at the instanteous average cylinder

temperature determined from the ideal gas law:

Where:

P = instantaneous cylinder pressure (kPa)

r = instantaneous mixture density, mass/volume (kg/m3)

M = averaged molecular weight (kg/kmol)

R = universal gas constant, 8.314 kJ/kmol K

If P= 500 kPa, r = 5 kg/m3, M = 40 kg/kmol,

The thermal conductivity k varies as T^3/4 , and the viscosity varies as T^0.62 , so that the

instantaneous heat transfer coefficient can be written as

If b=0.1m, P = 500 kPa, T = 1000 K, and U = 10 m/s,
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6. Cylinder Heat Transfer Processes

The heat transfer from the hot combustion gases is includes forced convection through the hot

gas boundary layer, conduction through the cylinder wall, and forced convection (including

boiling) into the fluid coolant in the head, engine block, and piston. There is a small (about 5 %)

radiative component of heat transfer from the gas to the cylinder walls.

The heat transfer process is periodic due to the piston motion. However, the engine speed is

usually high enough so that the temperature fluctuations only penetrate about a millimeter into

the cylinder wall.

We use the unsteady heat conduction equation to examine the effect of the periodic combustion

on the temperature profile in the cylinder wall.

Where T is temperature C, t is time (sec), x is distance (m), and a is the thermal diffusivity

(m2/s). Scale analysis of the above equation gives an approximate relation for the penetration

depth x:

An engine speed, w, of 1000 rpm, has a time scale t of

The thermal diffusivity of steel is about a = 20 x 10 -6 m2/s, so the penetration depth is

approximately
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Since the penetration depth is a very small fraction of the cylinder wall thickness, the cylinder

wall can be assumed to have a temperature profile that is not changing in time.

Topic : Friction And Lubrication

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Coulomb friction

 Learn the concept of Coefficient of friction

 Learn the concept of Lubricants

 Learn the concept of Energy of friction

Definition/Overview:

Friction: Friction is the force resisting the relative lateral (tangential) motion of solid surfaces,

fluid layers, or material elements in contact. It is usually subdivided into several varieties:

 Dry friction resists relative lateral motion of two solid surfaces in contact. Dry friction is

also subdivided into static friction between non-moving surfaces, and kinetic friction

(sometimes called sliding friction or dynamic friction) between moving surfaces.

 Lubricated friction or fluid friction resists relative lateral motion of two solid surfaces

separated by a layer of gas or liquid.

 Fluid friction is also used to describe the friction between layers within a fluid that are

moving relative to each other.
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 Skin friction is a component of drag, the force resisting the motion of a solid body

through a fluid.

 Internal friction is the force resisting motion between the elements making up a solid

material while it undergoes deformation.

Friction is not a fundamental force, as it is derived from electromagnetic force between charged

particles, including electrons, protons, atoms, and molecules, and so cannot be calculated from

first principles, but instead must be found empirically. When contacting surfaces move relative

to each other, the friction between the two surfaces converts kinetic energy into thermal energy,

or heat. Contrary to earlier explanations, kinetic friction is now understood not to be caused by

surface roughness but by chemical bonding between the surfaces. Surface roughness and contact

area, however, do affect kinetic friction for micro- and nano-scale objects where surface area

forces dominate inertial forces.

Friction is distinct from traction. Surface area does not affect friction significantly because as

contact area increases, force per unit area decreases. In traction, however, surface area is

important.

Key Points:

1. Coulomb friction

Coulomb friction, named after Charles-Augustin de Coulomb, is a model used to calculate the

force of dry friction. It is governed by the equation:

Where
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Ff is either the force exerted by friction, or, in the case of equality, the maximum possible

magnitude of this force.

μ is the coefficient of friction, which is an empirical property of the contacting materials,

Fn is the normal force exerted between the surfaces.

For surfaces at rest relative to each other μ = μs, where μs is the coefficient of static friction. This

is usually larger than its kinetic counterpart. The Coulomb friction may take any value from zero

up to Ff, and the direction of the frictional force against a surface is opposite to the motion that

surface would experience in the absence of friction. Thus, in the static case, the frictional force is

exactly what it must be in order to prevent motion between the surfaces; it balances the net force

tending to cause such motion. In this case, rather than providing an estimate of the actual

frictional force, the Coulomb approximation provides a threshold value for this force, above

which motion would commence.

For surfaces in relative motion μ = μk, where μk is the coefficient of kinetic friction. The

Coulomb friction is equal to Ff, and the frictional force on each surface is exerted in the direction

opposite to its motion relative to the other surface.

This approximation mathematically follows from the assumptions that surfaces are in atomically

close contact only over a small fraction of their overall area, that this contact area is proportional

to the normal force (until saturation, which takes place when all area is in atomic contact), and

that frictional force is proportional to the applied normal force, independently of the contact area

(you can see the experiments on friction from Leonardo Da Vinci). Such reasoning aside,

however, the approximation is fundamentally an empirical construction. It is a rule of thumb

describing the approximate outcome of an extremely complicated physical interaction. The

strength of the approximation is its simplicity and versatility though in general the relationship

between normal force and frictional force is not exactly linear (and so the frictional force is not

entirely independent of the contact area of the surfaces), the Coulomb approximation is an

adequate representation of friction for the analysis of many physical systems.
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2. Coefficient of friction

The coefficient of friction (COF), also known as a frictional coefficient or friction coefficient,

symbolized by the Greek letter μ, is a dimensionless scalar value which describes the ratio of the

force of friction between two bodies and the force pressing them together. The coefficient of

friction depends on the materials used; for example, ice on steel has a low coefficient of friction,

while rubber on pavement has a high coefficient of friction. Coefficients of friction range from

near zero to greater than one under good conditions, a tire on concrete may have a coefficient of

friction of 1.7.

When the surfaces are conjoined, Coulomb friction becomes a very poor approximation (for

example, adhesive tape resists sliding even when there is no normal force, or a negative normal

force). In this case, the frictional force may depend strongly on the area of contact. Some drag

racing tires are adhesive in this way. However, despite the complexity of the fundamental

physics behind friction, the relationships are accurate enough to be useful in many applications.

The force of friction is always exerted in a direction that opposes movement (for kinetic friction)

or potential movement (for static friction) between the two surfaces. For example, a curling stone

sliding along the ice experiences a kinetic force slowing it down. For an example of potential

movement, the drive wheels of an accelerating car experience a frictional force pointing forward;

if they did not, the wheels would spin, and the rubber would slide backwards along the

pavement. Note that it is not the direction of movement of the vehicle they oppose; it is the

direction of (potential) sliding between tire and road.

The coefficient of friction is an empirical measurement it has to be measured experimentally, and

cannot be found through calculations. Rougher surfaces tend to have higher effective values.

Most dry materials in combination have friction coefficient values between 0.3 and 0.6. Values

outside this range are rarer, but teflon, for example, can have a coefficient as low as 0.04. A

value of zero would mean no friction at all, an elusive property even magnetic levitation vehicles

have drag. Rubber in contact with other surfaces can yield friction coefficients from 1 to 2.

Occasionally it is maintained that is always < 1, but this is not true. While in most relevant

applications < 1, a value above 1 merely implies that the force required to slide an object along
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the surface is greater than the normal force of the surface on the object. For example, silicone

rubber or acrylic rubber-coated surfaces have a coefficient of friction that can be substantially

larger than 1.

Both static and kinetic coefficients of friction depend on the pair of surfaces in contact; their

values are usually approximately determined experimentally. For a given pair of surfaces, the

coefficient of static friction is usually larger than that of kinetic friction; in some sets the two

coefficients are equal, such as teflon-on-teflon.

In the case of kinetic friction, the direction of the friction force may or may not match the

direction of motion: a block sliding atop a table with rectilinear motion is subject to friction

directed along the line of motion; an automobile making a turn is subject to friction acting

perpendicular to the line of motion (in which case it is said to be 'normal' to it). The direction of

the static friction force can be visualized as directly opposed to the force that would otherwise

cause motion, were it not for the static friction preventing motion. In this case, the friction force

exactly cancels the applied force, so the net force given by the vector sum, equals zero. It is

important to note that in all cases, Newton's first law of motion holds.

While it is often stated that the COF is a "material property," it is better categorized as a "system

property." Unlike true material properties (such as conductivity, dielectric constant, yield

strength), the COF for any two materials depends on system variables like temperature, velocity,

atmosphere and also what are now popularly described as aging and deaging times; as well as on

geometric properties of the interface between the materials. For example, a copper pin sliding

against a thick copper plate can have a COF that varies from 0.6 at low speeds (metal sliding

against metal) to below 0.2 at high speeds when the copper surface begins to melt due to

frictional heating. The latter speed, of course, does not determine the COF uniquely; if the pin

diameter is increased so that the frictional heating is removed rapidly, the temperature drops, the

pin remains solid and the COF rises to that of a 'low speed' test.
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3. The normal force

The normal force is defined as the net force compressing two parallel surfaces together; and its

direction is perpendicular to the surfaces. In the simple case of a mass resting on a horizontal

surface, the only component of the normal force is the force due to gravity, where N = mg. In

this case, the magnitude of the friction force is the product of the mass of the object, the

acceleration due to gravity, and the coefficient of friction. However, the coefficient of friction is

not a function of mass or volume; it depends only on the material. For instance, a large

aluminum block has the same coefficient of friction as a small aluminum block. However, the

magnitude of the friction force itself depends on the normal force, and hence the mass of the

block.

If an object is on a level surface and the force tending to cause it to slide is horizontal, the normal

force N between the object and the surface is just its weight, which is equal to its mass multiplied

by the acceleration due to earth's gravity, g. If the object is on a tilted surface such as an inclined

plane, the normal force is less, because less of the force of gravity is perpendicular to the face of

the plane. Therefore, the normal force, and ultimately the frictional force, is determined using

vector analysis, usually via a free body diagram. Depending on the situation, the calculation of

the normal force may include forces other than gravity.

4. Devices

Devices such as wheels, ball bearings, air cushion or roller bearing can change sliding friction

into a much smaller type of rolling friction. Many thermoplastic materials such as nylon, HDPE

and PTFE are commonly used for low friction bearings. They are especially useful because the

coefficient of friction falls with increasing imposed load.
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5. Lubricants

A common way to reduce friction is by using a lubricant, such as oil, water, or grease, which is

placed between the two surfaces, often dramatically lessening the coefficient of friction. The

science of friction and lubrication is called tribology. Lubricant technology is when lubricants

are mixed with the application of science, especially to industrial or commercial objectives.

Superlubricity, a recently-discovered effect, has been observed in graphite: it is the substantial

decrease of friction between two sliding objects, approaching zero levels. A very small amount

of frictional energy would still be dissipated.

Lubricants to overcome friction need not always be thin, turbulent fluids or powdery solids such

as graphite and talc; acoustic lubrication actually uses sound as a lubricant.

Another way to reduce friction between two parts is to superimpose micro-scale vibration to one

of the parts. This can be sinusoidal vibration as used in ultrasound-assisted cutting or vibration

noise, known as dither.

6. Energy of friction

According to the law of conservation of energy, no energy is destroyed due to friction, though it

may be lost to the system of concern. Energy is transformed from other forms into heat. A

sliding hockey puck comes to rest because friction converts its kinetic energy into heat. Since

heat quickly dissipates, many early philosophers, including Aristotle, wrongly concluded that

moving objects lose energy without a driving force.

When an object is pushed along a surface, the energy converted to heat is given by:

where
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Fn is the normal force,

μk is the coefficient of kinetic friction,

x is the coordinate along which the object transverses.

7. Work of friction

In the reference frame of the interface between two surfaces, static friction does no work,

because there is never displacement between the surfaces. In the same reference frame, kinetic

friction is always in the direction opposite the motion, and does negative work. However, friction

can do positive work in certain frames of reference. One can see this by placing a heavy box on a

rug, then pulling on the rug quickly. In this case, the box slides backwards relative to the rug, but

moves forward relative to the frame of reference in which the floor is stationary. Thus, the

kinetic friction between the box and rug accelerates the box in the same direction that the box

moves, doing positive work.

The work done by friction can translate into deformation, wear, and heat that can affect the

contact surface properties (even the coefficient of friction between the surfaces). This can be

beneficial as in polishing. The work of friction is used to mix and join materials such as in the

process of friction welding. Excessive erosion or wear of mating surfaces occur when work due

frictional forces rise to unacceptable levels. Harder corrosion particles caught between mating

surfaces (fretting) exacerbates wear of frictional forces. Bearing seizure or failure may result

from excessive wear due to work of friction. As surfaces are worn by work due to friction, fit and

surface finish of an object may degrade until it no longer functions properly.
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